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About Té Khâ Planning and Development
Té Khâ Planning and Development is a Yukon-based consulting company
that provides community planning and development services. The
company was founded in 2009.
Brad Stoneman is principal of Té Khâ Planning and Development. Brad
has more than 25 years of experience in organizational management,
community, economic, business and human resource development. He is
a skillful leader who is adept at building effective long-term partnerships
within a broad range of social, cultural, industrial and community
economic development environments.
Brad also possesses research, negotiation and strategic planning skills. He
is a tactical thinker who can quickly assess community socio-economic
development needs and provide the proper tools to assist and enhance
improved performances toward positive development and change. He is
a good communicator and a hands-on, result-oriented organizer with a
proven track record of success.
Dale Seddon is a professional writer, strategic planner and community
economic development professional. He has worked for Health Canada,
The Behavioural Health Foundation, the Town of Lynn Lake, the Town of
Leaf Rapids, the Manitoba Association of Friendship Centres, the Lynn
Lake Friendship Centre, the Manitoba Association of Community Arts
Councils, the Manitoba Aboriginal Tourism Association (MATA) and
Yukon College.
Brad and Dale have been associated as colleagues for over 23 years,
working together as a team on a variety of community economic
development and strategic planning projects. Of particular interest is
their work for the Northwest CFDC, a Regional Economic Development
Corporation (REDC) formed in the mid-1980s, the first CFDC in Canada.
Its 5-year mandate was to facilitate human resource, business, and
community economic development activities in the Northwest Manitoba
Region, an area that amounted to approximately 20% of the geographic
landmass of the province, inhabited by less than 1% of its population.
There were thirteen First Nation, Metis, and single-industry communities
scattered throughout the region, in nine geographic locations.
To assist with this project, Té Khâ Planning and Development has
contracted with Island Planning Services, Beverly Suderman and Michael
Kelly. They are familiar with the Teslin area, having participated in the
Village of Teslin’s Official Community Plan and Zoning Bylaw Review
project in 2009. Beverly and Michael bring skills and expertise in the
areas of economic development, strategic planning, workshop facilitation,
research and writing.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Reviving Our Economy (ROE-1) project is a community-driven
initiative, sponsored by the TTC and funded through the Yukon Government’s Community Economic Development Fund, to stimulate the development of a local community economic development agency. As project
manager, Brad Stoneman’s first step was to establish a Steering Committee for the project, made up of representatives from the local business community, a
number of whom also had ties to both the
First Nations and Village of Teslin governments.
A literature review (Chapter 2 of this report), looking at the key reports that affect
community economic development and
drawing out issues for discussion, was prepared as background information prior to
the first community consultation session.
Community consultation for the ROE-1
project took place in May and June 2011.
The results of the first workshop are captured in the Situation Analysis (Chapter 3).
The second workshop focused on developing a strategic vision for local
community economic development, which includes a proposed three-year
workplan, supported by the third workshop, which focused on the organizational structure for the proposed agency (Chapter 4). These workshops
were facilitated by Beverly Suderman and Michael Kelly.
Key findings include:
•

•

•

The community has a strong desire to create a situation of full employment and economic self-sufficiency, and sees an economic development agency independent from government as a key element of that
vision;
The services of this agency should be available to all citizens of the region, defined as the Teslin Tlingit traditional territory, as well as to all
members of the Teslin Tlingit First Nation. The emphasis was on “one
community” of people living in the region, and avoiding discrimination in service offerings;
The agency should offer a broad spectrum of services ranging from
business support to employment training to identifying economic
development opportunities;
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•

Initial focus should be on tourism as a key economic sector with
immediate potential for development in the territory, with significant
assets and potential for market-readiness among existing businesses.

Key recommendations emerging from the ROE-1 project include:
1. That the TTC undertake to establish a local community economic
development agency, in an arms-length relationship to itself, but with
accountability and reporting structures in place;
2. That the mission and mandate of this organization be established as
to promote local economic vitality and assist with community social
development through providing business support services, linking
training opportunities and job creation with the community’s labour
needs, identifying economic development opportunities, undertaking
research and planning, and working in partnership with others.
3. That the service area of this organization be established as follows: To
serve Teslin Tlingit people, no matter their geographic location, and all
residents within the Teslin Tlingit traditional territory.
4. That the proposed three-year workplan identified for the agency be
accepted as a preliminary workplan for the agency.
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REVIVING OUR ECONOMY –
Phase 1 Project Introduction
The Reviving Our Economy (ROE) project is a two-phase local economic
development initiative. This document reports on the first phase (ROE-1),
which is four months long, spread over a 4.5-month period.
Generally speaking, ROE-1
can be characterized as
involving:
• economic development
strategic planning
• corporate development
• corporate capacity
development
• proposal development

The second phase of the project (ROE-2) is the
implementation phase. It will occur over a 36-month period,
once funding has been received.
The overall goals of the ROE project are to create a Local
Economic Development Corporation for the Teslin Tlingit
Council (TTC) that will:
• make a positive, measurable difference on Tlingit
business development and create long-term employment
opportunities for persons of Tlingit ancestry, and
• diversify the local economy of the TTC and build an
inclusive TTC workforce.

The Purpose of Phase 1
Phase 1 involves the following stages:
1. Formalize a multi-year community economic development strategic
plan for the Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC).
2. Formalize:
• a corporate structure, mission and mandate for a TTC Local Economic
Development Corporation, and
• the development requirements for the corporate capacity for a Local
Economic Development Corporation.
3. Prepare an ROE-2 multi-year funding proposal for submission to
targeted funding sources.

Process
ROE-1 is a community-driven initiative, conducted under the direction
and guidance of Brad Stoneman of Té Khâ Planning and Development. A
number of steps were required to complete the strategic visioning process.
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Step 1: Formation of a Community-Based Project Steering
Committee
A project steering committee was
established at the start of the project.
It is made up of Teslin Tlingit
community members1 from varying
backgrounds. Prior to the Situation
Analysis workshop (see step 3), these
individuals met three times to discuss
the literature review (see step 2),
and plan for the Situation Analysis
Workshop.
They have also met to discuss the Harvard Project’s findings about the
relationship between self-governance, nation-building, and economic
development. Steering committee members were actively involved in
the workshops, and in reviewing the documents that emerged from the
workshops. Their work will continue into the next phase of the project,
as it is anticipated that Steering Committee members may form the core
membership of the initial Board of Directors for the proposed local
community economic development agency.

Step 2: Overview of Existing Studies
Dale Seddon of Té Khâ Planning and Development undertook a literature
review and produced a discussion paper in preparation for the Situation
Analysis Workshop. The literature review examined four documents:
• Village of Teslin: Economic Development Plan (draft for discussion
purposes only), published in 2010,
• Village of Teslin Official Community Plan (OCP), published in 2009
and adopted in 2010,
• Our Bridge to the Future, the Teslin Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan (ICSP), published in 2007, and
• Teslin Tlingit Community Development Plan, published in 2000.
The review resulted in a discussion paper that raised a number of issues
for discussion as part of the ROE-1 process. The key issues included:
the project’s geographic boundaries; declining populations; economic
leakage; capacity development; and the availability of a trained and ready
workforce. The literature review can be found in Chapter 2 of this report.

1
Elmer Jackson, Juanita Kremer, Don Magill, Joseph Smarch, Ralph Smarch,
Sandy Smarch, Todd Smarch, Tommy Wolfe, Clara Jules (Lori Joe as alternate) and Tom
Smith
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Step 3: Situation Analysis Workshop
The Situation Analysis workshop was held on May 25–26, 2011, at
the TTC Heritage Centre. Fourteen people attended. Participants were
introduced to the project. They then undertook a SWOT analysis
(examining the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) for
local economic development; a gap analysis; and a ranking of whatever
economic development opportunities emerged during the discussions. A
situation analysis report was developed, based on the discussions during
this workshop. It was reviewed by the project steering committee, and
then circulated to the attendees at a second workshop scheduled for June
23–24, 2011. It forms Chapter 3 of this report.

Step 4: Strategic Visioning Workshop
The focus of the strategic visioning workshop was to create a local
community economic development (CED) strategy for the Teslin Tlingit
people. This strategy includes a vision, a proposal for a CED organization
as a starting place for making the vision a reality, and a three-year road
map for this organization, based on the priorities within the vision. This
workshop was graphically facilitated. The murals developed during the
workshop can be found in Appendix 4 of this report.

Step 5: Organizational Structure Workshop
A third and final workshop was
scheduled for June 27. Its purpose was
to develop a proposed organizational
structure and operational plan for a local
Teslin Tlingit economic development
agency, as called for in the situation
analysis workshop conducted in May.
The discussions from this workshop
have been integrated into the strategic
visioning report, which can be found in
Chapter 4 of this report.

Next Steps
The ROE-1 Final Report, together with the original murals, will be shared
with the Teslin Tlingit community at the TTC’s Annual General Assembly
in July 2011.
The proposal to form a Teslin Tlingit local economic development agency,
with accompanying vision, workplan, and proposed corporate structure
will be presented to the Teslin Tlingit Council’s Executive Committee for
their review and approval.
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A multi-year funding proposal, based on the vision and workplan, will
be developed and submitted to a variety of potential funders, to start this
initiative as quickly as possible. It is hoped that the proposed agency may
get started as early as fall 2011.
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CHAPTER 1- What is Community Economic
Development?
Prepared by Dale Seddon,
Té Khâ Planning and Development
PO Box 93
Teslin, Yukon Y0A 1B0

July 2011
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What is Community Economic Development?
Community economic development is the process by which local people
build organizations and partnerships to describe how their community
should change to create wealth. Business becomes a means to accumulate
wealth and to make the local way of life more creative, inclusive and
sustainable – now and in the future.
Through community economic development, profitable business
is interconnected with other interests and values, such as skills and
education, health, housing and the environment. Community economic
development builds community as well as wealth.

Té Khâ Planning and Development’s assumptions about
community economic development
1. Communities are composed of three different sectors: social (education
and health), environmental (both natural and human environments) and
economic. Community economic development can occur in all three
sectors (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Community economic development typically takes place in three main – often
overlapping – sectors.

2. Four activities characterize successful community economic
development (see Figure 2). They are those that:
•
•
•
•

bring new money into the community;
retain this money in the community for as long as possible before
returning it to the outside economy;
circulate the money in the community as often as possible before
returning it to the outside economy; and
return the money to the outside economy eventually, thus maintaining
the connection between the local economy and the outside one.
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Figure 2: The four activities required for successful community economic
development.

3. There are three types of industries in a community: primary, secondary
and service:
•

•

•

Primary industry refers to businesses that bring new money into the
community (normally by producing an exportable product) and create
good-paying jobs for a number of people for extended periods of time.
Mining, hydroelectric power production and forestry are all examples
of primary industries.
Secondary industry refers to businesses that create goods and services
that support activities in the local primary and/or service industries.
Secondary industry can also bring new money into the community by
exporting a product. An example of a secondary industry is a familyowned, community-based manufacturing company that builds ladders
which are sold locally and also exported to a nearby city for sale;
Service industry refers to community-based businesses that supply
goods and services to the local population. Service industries generally
bring little new money into a community. Rather, they retain and
circulate money that is already there. Taxi companies, restaurants,
hotels, liquor stores, banks and drug stores are all examples of service
industry businesses.

4. Four qualities distinguish sustainable community economic
development: Social responsibility, Ecological sensitivity, cultural Respect
and economic Viability. These are sometimes referred to by the acronym
SERV.
•

Socially responsible: The economic development initiative is socially
responsible when the well-being of the people who will be impacted
by the economic development initiative will not be put at risk. They
Reviving Our Economy, Phase 1 Final Report
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•

•
•

may receive upgrading or other skills enhancement necessary for
employment in the industry that the economic development initiative
creates.
Ecological sensitivity: The economic development initiative displays
ecological sensitivity when it mitigates any negative impacts the
economic development initiative itself may have on the natural
environment. That means that environmentally nourishing and
replenishing activities must be used.
Cultural respect: The economic development initiative demonstrates
cultural respect, honouring the way of life of the people who live there.
Economic viability: The economic development initiative is
economically viable. If it is not, then none of the other measures are
meaningful.
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CHAPTER 2:
Literature Review & Discussion Paper
Prepared by
Dale Seddon
Té Khâ Planning and Development
PO Box 93
Teslin, Yukon Y0A 1B0

May 2011
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Literature Review and Discussion Paper: Introduction
The Reviving Our Economy, Phase One (ROE-1) literature review
examines the information, conclusions and recommendations contained in
four documents:
1. “Village of Teslin: Economic Development Plan Draft for Discussion
Purposes Only”, published in 2010;
2. “Village of Teslin Official Community Plan (OCP)”, published in
2009;
3. “Our Bridge to the Future”, the Teslin Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan (ICSP), published in 2007; and
4. “Teslin Tlingit Community Development Plan” published in 2000.
The literature review also scanned a number of workshop notes that were
compiled during a TTC General Council budget meeting that was held in
the early part of March 2011.
It should be noted that the four primary documents and the budget meeting
notes were written from different perspectives. Each had a different
objective in mind and each addressed several different matters. It is not the
intention of the ROE-1 literature review to identify, articulate and analyze
everything in all of them. The literature review looks at these written
materials only in terms of what they had to say about the potential for
local community economic development in the TTC/VOT catchment area.

Summary of Findings & Key Discussion Points
Jurisdictional Boundaries
Either explicitly or implicitly three of the four primary documents—the
VOT economic development plan, the VOT OCP and the TTC/VOT
ICSP—suggest that the TTC and the VOT should work together when
they are addressing issues that have the potential of having an impact on
both jurisdictions. Developing a local community economic development
strategy and a Local Community Economic Development Corporation
(LEDC) to implement the strategy are two such issues. So if we were to
take the recommendations and suggestions in these documents literally
then both the TTC and the VOT should be formally involved in the ROE
project. Frankly speaking, it does not seem reasonable that two community
economic development plans should exist for the small number of people
living in the TTC/VOT catchment area.
TTC as both a Geographic and a Functional Community.
Further on “the small number of people living in the TTC/VOT catchment
area”, there seems to be some confusion in the primary documents
Reviving Our Economy, Phase 1 Final Report
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about the actual status, nature and numbers of the TTC/VOT population.
Some of this is due to the fact that the Federal Government and the
Yukon Territorial Government (YTG) each use different data gathering
technologies and different data gathering geographies when they collect
population statistics. The General Council budget meeting notes of early
March 2011 indicate these population numbers in 2009:
Where Teslin Tlingit people are living:
Total TTC population
Total TTC population in Teslin
Total TTC population in Whitehorse
Total TTC population elsewhere in the Yukon
Total TTC population living outside of Yukon

Numbers
760
318
263
42
137

Ages 0-5
34
17
16
0
NA

Ages 76+
14
7
6
1
NA

So what does all this mean? Well for one thing it means that more than
half of the total TTC population does not live in Teslin. It also means that
most of the people who do not live in Teslin reside in Whitehorse. While
it’s not clear where the other TTC people who are living in the Yukon are
based, we wouldn’t be surprised if they lived in different locations along
the highway corridor that connects Teslin to Whitehorse. In terms of this
almost equally split total number of TTC members living in Teslin vs. the
total number of TTC members living in Whitehorse or somewhere along
the corridor, it almost seems like the corridor and City of Whitehorse
should be considered part of the TTC/VOT catchment area as well as
Teslin and the Traditional Territory.
More importantly for the purposes of developing a local community
economic development strategy and a Local Community Economic
Development Corporation (LEDC) to implement the strategy though, it
calls into question what we mean by the word “Local” when we use it in
the phrase “Local Economic Development Corporation”. Does “Local”
mean that the TTC LEDC will only undertake economic development
activities in Teslin and the TTC Traditional Territory? This would imply
that almost 42% of the total TTC population would not reap the benefits
of those initiatives. On the other hand, if we interpret the word “Local”
to entail looking at the TTC as a functional community that is situated in
two primary geographic locations—Teslin and Whitehorse—that are both
equally legitimate targets for TTC community economic development
activities, then the number of people who could potentially benefit from
them nearly doubles.
Can the TTC LEDC do community economic development in Whitehorse?
Of course it can. The TTC is already doing it through the Tle’nasx T’awei
Limited Partnership, which is located in Whitehorse. The TTC owns a
hotel in the city and it has satellite offices there.
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There are other things that the TTC could think about doing as well.
The First Nation could open a dorm for students from Teslin (or from
anywhere else in the Yukon for that matter) who move to Whitehorse to
complete their high school education.
This would be economic development
in the social and the human environment
sectors. It would create quite a few fulltime Whitehorse-based jobs for persons of
Tlingit ancestry.
There are also other CED opportunities
related to the fact that students from Teslin
finish their high school in Whitehorse.
For instance, sometimes entire families
move to Whitehorse when their sons and
daughters start attending high school there.
The same thing probably happens in other
small Yukon communities. The TTC could
purchase and manage rental properties
for these families. Once again, this
would be economic development in the social and human
environment sectors. It would create a number of full-time Whitehorsebased jobs for persons of Tlingit ancestry.
There are other examples too. The TTC could operate a retail outlet in
Whitehorse to display and sell the works of Tlingit artists (economic
development in the human environment sector). Or it could manage
a tourist agency in Whitehorse that specializes in marketing “TTC
Adventure Tourism” packages in and around the Teslin area. These kinds
of tourism activities are called “Nodals”. They take advantage of the fact
that somewhere else (in this case Whitehorse) is already a destination of
choice for tourists. A CED initiative of this nature would be economic
development in the environmental sector—both the natural environment
and human environment.
Would TTC LEDC economic development activities that are focused in
Whitehorse generate an increase in the level of community economic
development activity in Teslin itself? We suspect that it would. Major
CED initiatives have a tendency to create a lot of spin off businesses and
jobs. If the TTC operated a dorm for high school students in Whitehorse
and/or managed rental properties for the families of high school students
in the city for example, then there would be an increase in employment
opportunities for persons of Tlingit ancestry who are already living in
Whitehorse, or who are prepared to move there from Teslin. If the TTC
operated a tourist agency in Whitehorse that specialized in marketing
“TTC Adventure Tourism” packages as a nodal tourist activity, then it
is realistic to expect an increase in the development of tourist adventure
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packages in Teslin. If the TTC opened a retail outlet in Whitehorse
to display and sell the works of Tlingit artists, then it is reasonable to
anticipate that Teslin artists would produce, package and transport more
of their work to Whitehorse because they now have a place to market their
art in a major Yukon city.
Declining Population
There seems to be a general consensus in the primary documents that a)
young people are leaving Teslin and not returning, and b) there is an aging
population in Teslin. This should mean that population is declining. Yet
the documents also indicate that Teslin enjoys a stable population base.
Now we suspect the stable population base is the result of the fact that
better than half of the residents who live in the TTC/VOT catchment area
can be characterized as a First Nations people with long-established and
time-honoured ties to the land.
However, this does not mean that population numbers themselves are
not declining. The General Council budget meeting notes of early March
2011 indicate that the TTC will experience an increase in its retired and
elder population over the next ten to fifteen years. This will be coupled
with a declining birth rate. So it only stands to reason that the population
in the TTC/VOT catchment area is already declining and will continue
to decline. If young people leave a community—any community, not
just Teslin—and don’t return and the population that is left behind grows
older, then the population in that community will decline. In addition, if
the aging population in question is not replenished by in-migrating young
people then it will eventually die off.
In a word, there will be no population
left. So it is probably safe to say that the
population in the VOT/TTC catchment
area will not increase again until young
people move to Teslin. Young people
entail an upswing in the birth-rate.
This brings us face to face with a major
problem in the TTC/VOT catchment area:
lack of housing. Teslin is caught between
a rock and a hard place here. There may
be an unnatural ceiling on population
growth in Teslin because a) new people
can’t in-migrate due to lack of housing,
and b) there can’t be an upswing in the
birth-rate until such time as new young people in-migrate.
So a secondary construction industry that builds houses might be a very
realistic and down-to-earth local community economic development
initiative for the area. It might even be critical for the future survival
Reviving Our Economy, Phase 1 Final Report
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of the TTC/VOT. Without wanting to overdramatize the situation,
a population that is losing its young people and growing older will
eventually reach a breaking point: that is, the time will eventually come
when the declining population will no longer be able to repopulate itself.
A secondary construction industry that
builds houses could provide training
as well build homes in the area. In this
case, the initiative would be conducted
in all three sectors of the community at
once—the social sector (it would provide
education/training), the economic sector (it
would provide jobs) and the environmental
sector (it would provide housing for inmigrating young people).
Economic Leakage
Government is the largest employer in the
TTC/VOT catchment area. According to
one of the underlying assumptions about
CED, this makes government a primary industry. It brings new money
into the community and creates a large number of good-paying jobs for a
substantial number of people for extended periods of time. So the TTC/
VOT is fortunate in this regard.
But there is a problem. According to one of the other underlying
assumptions about CED, successful economic development can be
characterized by four activities:
•
•
•
•

Successful economic development brings new money into the
community;
Successful economic development retains the money in the
community for as long as possible before returning it to the outside
economy;
Successful economic development circulates the money in the
community as often as possible before returning it to the outside
economy; and
Successful economic development eventually returns the money to the
outside economy and thereby maintains a constant connection with the
outside economy.

Teslin lacks the service industry infrastructure to accommodate the second
and third requirements of successful economic development. That is, it
does not retain new money in the community and it does not circulate it
before returning it to the outside economy. It looks like any money that
comes into the community is funnelled right back to the outside economy
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almost immediately (primarily—although not exclusively—to the service
industry in Whitehorse). This economic leakage—we might even go so far
as to say it is an economic flood—sometimes begins on the very same day
that the new money is received. As long as this spending pattern continues,
successful economic development probably won’t happen in Teslin.
In order to overcome the problem of economic leakage, “Buy Local”
policies and programs are encouraged. The difficulty with this approach
is that—once again—the TTC/VOT catchment area lacks the service
industry infrastructure to accommodate initiatives of this nature. In
short, there is nothing in Teslin that resembles what one would normally
consider a shopping infrastructure.
More to the point though, the major problem with “Buy Local” policies
and programs may be the fact that it is customary for the residents of
Teslin to shop in Whitehorse. Now this might sound like a rather simpleminded observation. But shopping in Whitehorse has been going on for a
very long time and making the “road trip” to the city can be considered a
very real, very entrenched part of the lifestyle in Teslin. One might even
go so far as to say that it is a part of the culture of the community.
So a major obstacle here is this: even if Teslin was able to offer every
facility, program, service and shopping amenity that is currently available
in Whitehorse, people might still continue to shop in the city because
shopping in Teslin can’t replace the “road trip” to Whitehorse. This is yet
another reason why serious thought should be given to redefining the word
“Local” in LEDC so that it includes economic development activities that
occur both in Whitehorse and Teslin. If the bulk of the new money that the
TTC and the VOT bring in from the outside economy is returned to the
outside economy almost immediately, then the TTC and the VOT might
as well spend some of that money on themselves where they spend it the
most—in Whitehorse.
Tourism
Tourism is normally considered a service industry business. While there
are some who claim that it is possible to export the “tourism experience”
(and hence, it is actually a secondary industry business, or maybe even a
primary industry business in places like Jasper, Banff and Whistler), in
most cases it isn’t. Most tourism businesses offer goods and services to
visitors who show up in an area. But most don’t attract those visitors in the
first place and most don’t export their goods and services to other areas.
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Tourism drives the local service industry economy in Teslin during the
summer months and there are several companies that offer what might
be called outdoor/wilderness tourism experiences in and around Teslin.
However, tourism in Teslin relies mainly on Alaska Highway traffic. For
the most part, these are drive-through tourists who don’t stay very long
and don’t spend much money in the community because there’s really
nothing to spend it on1 .
So at first glance there does not seem to be any reason to think that
tourism in the Teslin area will ever be anything other than a seasonal
service industry activity. However, that first glance may be misleading.
In part, the Village of Teslin Official Community Plan states that: “Parks
Canada identified the Wolf Lake/Nisutlin ecosystem as a candidate
for park study ... An economic development study commissioned by
Canadian Parks & Wilderness Society (2005) predicts that a new national
park in the Yukon Natural Region would have substantial local and
regional economic impacts.
“The study forecasts that Parks Canada would spend $14 million over
the first 10 years, and visitors would spend more than $16 million during
the same period, for a total of $30 million. The impact on GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) in the local area would be about $1 million annually
and close to 30 FTE (full-time equivalent) jobs would be created.
“Parks Canada has been in discussions with the Teslin Tlingit Council
... about the potential for developing the Wolf Lake area into a National
Park. If this were to occur, Teslin is a natural staging area for park
development. However, preliminary results indicate that the Teslin Tlingit
are not fully supportive of the establishment of a national park in their
traditional territory. The level of support was determined, in part, in the
report called Talking to the People (2000), a report prepared by the Yukon
Bureau of Statistics for the Teslin Renewable Resources Council. The
purpose of the Teslin Renewable Resources Council (TRRC) Survey
was to gather resident’s (sic) perspectives on local renewable resource
concepts and determine the values which residents held in relation to
those concepts. Parks appeared to be the most controversial of potential
economic development activities, perhaps because it is seen as being in
potential conflict with traditional activities, and perhaps because it is not
seen as a generator of jobs.”

1 It is of interest to note that a situational analysis report that was prepared in 2007—not
for the Yukon mind you, but for another Canadian province—stated that the favourite
tourism activity in North America was “shopping”. If this is correct, it brings us right
back to the problem of an absence of shopping/retail sales facilities in Teslin.
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Whatever the reason(s) for the reluctance to consider developing a
National Park in the area, a National Park has the potential of transforming
the TTC Traditional Land into a tourism destination of choice. Now
this would be a completely different story for tourism businesses and
activities in and around Teslin because the number of tourists who visit
the community would skyrocket. Just as importantly, they would stay in
the area for a time and do what they like to do best—shop. This in turn
would spark growth in the local tourism service industry in Teslin and
build land based employment opportunities for the people who live there.
Quite frankly, there is really no way of telling how many new jobs and
businesses would result in the long run. Large economic development
projects—like creating a National Park—have a tendency to generate a
whole range of both anticipated and unanticipated spinoff employment and
business opportunities in both the service and secondary industries.
Capacity Development
The primary documents are somewhat unclear about the actual skill and
employment readiness levels of the workforce in the TTC/VOT catchment
area. On the one hand, they indicate that Teslin reports almost twice the
Yukon rate of people reporting trades or apprenticeship certification and
Skills (29%) and that the education level of the Teslin workforce is similar
to Yukon in general. On the other hand, they also indicate that a) employers in Teslin have difficulty hiring/retaining skilled employees, b) there is a
high rate of unemployment among Teslin males, c) there is a lack of local
education, training, employment and career path/advancement opportunities in the area, and d) the TTC/VOT can’t maximize opportunities that
lead to reasonable paying jobs because there is no skilled local workforce.
However ambiguous they might be about the skill and employment readiness levels of the local workforce though, all the documents indicate
a general consensus that capacity development programs, projects and
initiatives are required in the TTC/VOT catchment area. Now this is not a
new idea. It is not a new idea for the TTC/VOT catchment area, nor is it
a new idea anywhere else in Canada for that matter. There seems to be a
widespread notion that “training programs” in and of themselves are the
solutions to this country’s problems with low workforce skill levels.
But training for training’s sake is probably not the answer people are
looking for. Just because a person learns how to operate a piece of heavy
equipment or manipulate the programs on a computer, it does not mean
that his or her skill level has been enhanced. After all, learning a skill
is one thing. But having the opportunity to practice it and improve it
afterwards is quite another. The notion of “training for training’s sake”
does not allow for any kind of discretionary thinking about capacity
development. This is because the notion of “training for training’s sake”
has a built in bad attitude about training: as long as it is a training program
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then it must be okay. Who cares if there’s employment at the end of
training? Frankly speaking, the sorry history of “getting trained for the
sake of getting trained” is jam-packed with examples of people who
learned a skill and didn’t use it afterwards. What happened? Their new
skill fell into disuse and they lost it.
All of this is to say that capacity development needs to be linked to a
specific outcome: employment. This brings up the economics of training.
Capacity development can be a very real secondary industry community
economic development initiative if it is managed properly. But it must
be linked to an employment outcome. This being the case, the TTC/VOT
may be perfectly positioned to be transformed into a training centre for
two things in particular—heavy equipment operating and remediation.
There are already local employment outcomes linked to both of these
capacity development initiatives, the TTC has already developed a draft
concept paper that outlines an economic development project that would
convert local Heavy Equipment Operator (HEO) training into a business
and current remediation programs in the Yukon hold out the promise of
being a growth industry.
Miscellaneous Findings, Questions and Concerns
A. Decentralization
Government is the largest employer in the Teslin. It also seems to be
the largest employer in the Yukon. Most territorial government services
are centralized in Whitehorse. Now other provinces in Canada have
decentralized their government services and relocated satellite offices
outside of the loop of their provincial capitals. This does seem to be
happening on a small scale in some areas in the Yukon.
But the TTC might want to think about launching an initiative that
promotes large scale decentralization of whole government departments—
for example, health or education. This would be a long, drawn out
and ambitious undertaking of course and in the end would result in
more reliance on government dollars. But let’s face it. Government is
a primary industry (it is the biggest primary industry in the Territory),
it is not normally susceptible to the “boom and bust” cycles of mining
and it doesn’t have the habit of hiring people for high paying, but
essentially short-term jobs like pipeline construction. Barring a revolution,
governments are usually here to stay. And once they’re here, they stay for
a long time.
B. Mainstream Education
There is a Kindergarten to Grade Nine School in the community and
Yukon College has a satellite campus in Teslin. But there is a three-year
gap between Grades 10 and 12 when young people have to leave the
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community if they want to continue their education. So there is some
reason to believe that a community economic development option in
the social sector may be an initiative to expand the mainline educational
program in the Teslin school to include Grades 10, 11 and 12.
In the long run though, it may not be a good enough reason. Even if the
school in Teslin offered Kindergarten of Grade 12 classes this might not be
enough to stem the out-migration of young people who want to finish their
high school. It may be part of Teslin lifestyle for young people to “leave
home to finish high school in Whitehorse”. This is the same sort of reason
that was noted in “Economic Leakage”: even if Teslin was able to offer
every facility, program, service and shopping amenity that is currently
available in Whitehorse, people might still continue to shop in the city
because shopping in Teslin can’t replace the “road trip” to Whitehorse. In
the same sense Grades 10, 11 and 12 in Teslin can’t replace “leaving home
to finish high school in Whitehorse”.
C. Forestry
At some point in the past (or maybe at several different points in the past)
there seems to have been some interest in taking a look at forestry as a
potential land-based industry for the Teslin area. As evidence of this, the
“Teslin Strategic Forestry Management Plan” was prepared in 2007. It
outlined a sustainable development forestry strategy for the Traditional
Territory. Following publication of the report, the Teslin Tlingit Council
formalized a Forest Implementation Team to execute the strategy.
Now one of the primary documents in the literature review indicates that
the Teslin Strategic Forestry Management Plan is still “in development”.
Does this mean that the plan has not been implemented or that the plan
itself is not yet finished?
Whatever the answer to this question, there is probably little doubt that a
TTC forestry industry that followed sustainable harvesting practices would
provide quite a few land-based employment opportunities for people of
Tlingit ancestry. Others have felt the same way. The Tle' Nax T'awei group
once operated a Sawmill that was located on TTC land. It is closed down
now. But it used to employ between 9 and 25 seasonal workers when it
was in operation.
Sustainable forestry is a community economic development primary
industry activity that is certainly worthy of consideration. This is
especially true if it is coupled with that fact that i) milling facilities
(secondary industry community economic development) are already
on site, and ii) a home construction initiative in Teslin seems to be so
imperative right now.
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D. Dorm Housing
There is also an under-utilized Correctional Facility in the area that is
owned by TTC. Some thought might be given to transforming this facility
into dorm housing for students who are in Teslin to attend local training
programs (see above: “Capacity Development”).
E. A Trained and Ready Workforce
Teslin may be in a position to realize some economic benefits because it is
near to large scale development projects related to a) resource extraction
(i.e., the Alaska Highway Pipeline and the Tintina Mine), and b) recreation
development (i.e., the Yukon Trans Canada Trail Development Project).
Specifically with regards to recreation development, if the Yukon Trans
Canada Trail was to be routed to pass nearby Teslin, it would position the
community to provide goods, and services and a local workforce during
the construction phase. Additionally, it would increase the number of
tourists who pass through the area each year. However, these projects are
only in a start-up phase right now.
It would be interesting to know if the TTC/VOT is participating in any
way during the start-up phase of these projects. But in any event, the local
workforce may not be able to benefit from them if it is not, trained, ready
and available when the projects get up and running. It would be wise then
to consider implementing community-based training programs designed
specifically for employment in the resource extraction and recreation
industries.
F. The Natural Environment and the Human Environment
The notion of encouraging “Lone Eagle” in-migration is not a bad idea.
But it may not be a good one either because we are once again faced with
the problem of limited available housing in Teslin. To be honest, we keep
coming back to this same dilemma again and again and it really needs to
be resolved.
Further on the housing issue, the VOT Economic Development Plan
states that a) there is only a limited amount of land zoned for residential
development in Teslin and b) there is no industrial land at all that is zoned
for development in the community. The VOT OCP goes further than this
to say that varying types of soils, problems with permafrost, high water
tables, poor drainage and fluctuating flood lines make some areas of
the community completely unsuitable for either residential or industrial
zoning and/or development.
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So while a secondary house building industry might seem like a realistic
community economic development initiative to think about, there may
be both a) governance and/or lack of political will and/or jurisdictional
dispute issues and b) natural environment barriers and obstacles to
overcome before a house building initiative could be implemented.

Conclusions: Trends and Thoughts
This discussion paper is only a very small step forward in the TTC’s long
journey to formalize a community economic development strategy and
create a Local Economic Development Corporation to implement the
strategy. It is premature to make any hard and fast recommendations with
regards to the directions(s) the strategic plan should take and/or what the
LEDC itself should look like. However, certain trends, thoughts and ideas
have begun to take shape and they are worth mentioning.
A. Identify and Priorize
Dwight D. Eisenhower was once quoted as saying, “Plans are useless,
but planning is indispensible.” This is probably true. By their very nature,
planning documents age quickly. They become dated in the blink of an eye
and have a tendency to get filed away somewhere. So what is it that this
strategic planning process hopes to accomplish –that is, other than produce
another document that will someday be scanned during future literature
reviews? Good question.
First of all, it wants the people who will be directly impacted by the
economic development strategy and the LEDC to identify and priorize
capacity development initiatives for the TTC. It wants these priority
initiatives articulated in terms of i) those people who are currently
unemployed/underemployed and/or unskilled/underskilled, and ii) those
people who are already employed but who could benefit from professional
development opportunities.
Secondly, it wants the people who will be directly impacted by the
economic development strategy and the LEDC to identify and priorize
economic development, business development, job creation and training
initiatives for the TTC.
Lastly, it wants the people who will be directly impacted by the economic
development strategy to formalize a governance structure for the LEDC.
This is a big job. It’s an important job. If it’s done—and done properly—
then the strategic plan won’t age quickly. It won’t get dated in the blink
of an eye, nor filed away and forgotten because there will be a Local
Economic Development Corporation charged with implementing the
strategy.
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B. National Park
A National Park has the potential of transforming the TTC Traditional
Territory into a tourism destination of choice. Now this would be a
completely different story for tourism businesses and activities in and
around Teslin because the number of tourists who visit the community
would skyrocket. Just as importantly, they would stay in the area for a
time and do what they like to do best—shop. This in turn would spark
growth in the local tourism service industry in Teslin and build land based
employment opportunities for the people who live there. Quite frankly,
there is really no way of telling how many new jobs and businesses
would result in the long run. Large economic development projects—like
creating a National Park—have a tendency to generate a whole range
of both anticipated and unanticipated spinoff employment and business
opportunities in both the service and secondary industries.
With the proper resource management guidelines in place, a National
Park is probably one of the most sustainable economic development
primary industry tourism development projects imaginable for the TTC/
VOT catchment area. It is hard to escape the conclusion that the TTC/
VOT should give some really serious thought to revisiting the option of
pursuing this initiative.
C. Geographic and Functional Community
Much of what happens in Teslin is tied directly to what happens in
Whitehorse—and vice versa. Hence, it seems fairly evident then that
some thought should be given to redefining the word “Local” in the
phrase “Local Economic Development Corporation” so that i) it implies
that the TTC is a functional community that is situated in two primary
geographic locations, and ii) it includes TTC LEDC activities that occur
in both places.
D. Housing
It seems to be urgent—perhaps it is even vital for the future growth
of the TTC—for ambitious housing initiative(s) to be a component
of the community economic development strategic plan. The absence
of available housing in Teslin may be placing an unnatural ceiling on
population growth. This is occurring in an area where young people are
leaving the community and not returning and where the population that is
left behind is growing older. As a result, there is a decline in the birth rate
and this can’t be reversed until there is an in-migration of young people.
But there you go. Young people can’t move in because there’s no place to
live.
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E. Why We are Here in the First Place
Finally, the three sectors of a community can be described in a slightly
different way than they were described earlier on in this literature review.
Most strategic plans ignore essential questions like these about the human
condition. It is almost as though it’s taken for granted that we all know
why we’re here in the first place so let’s get on with strategic planning
about important stuff. But do we really know why we are here in the first
place?

No, most strategic plans don’t even address this human environment
question. They get on with strategizing about other nagging human
environment questions or the threats to the natural environment. They
focus on education and health issues or concerns about the poor economy
and how to improve it. They certainly never use the notion of articulating
the reason(s) for “Why we are here in the first place” as a springboard to
develop strategies about these other community sector problems.
Well maybe it’s time that we did. Maybe it’s time that we articulated the
reasons why it is so important for us to be here in the first place and then
use these reasons to frame the TTC community economic development
strategy and the LEDC to implement it.

Selected References
The operant word in “Selected References” is “Selected”. There is
an evolutionary theory that suggests that each of us learns from our
predecessors—from both their successes and from their failures—in order
to improve upon the things that they created. We buy into this theory.
But it poses a problem in terms of referencing something. It has been our
experience that people can’t always recall when they learned something
or who they learned it from. Many—if not all—of the CED ideas in this
document did not originate with us. We picked up bits and pieces of ideas
here and there, they kind of floated around in our heads for a time and then
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suddenly they gelled into something they weren’t in the beginning. All of
this is to say that we often find it pretty difficult to identify the original
source(s) of some of the CED things that we hold to be true. However,
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Addendum to the ROE-1 Literature Review
Introduction
A word is not the real thing. The word “tree” is not a real tree, for
example, nor is “house” an actual house. Words are merely convenient
tools that we use to refer to the real thing. Yet somehow when we put
our words down on paper—or even when we say them out loud for that
matter—a picture of the real thing instantly materializes in our minds.
When we combine our words—as in “tree house”—another picture flashes
by. String a few of our words together—“My father built me a tree house
on the day before my sister was born”—and lo and behold a whole series
of pictures begins to unfold inside our heads and maybe those pictures can
tell us a story. It’s all really quite magical when you think about it.
Strictly speaking, these pictures are called “images”, the technology of
creating them is “imagery” and without both of these things our words
would be meaningless. When the words we use are clear and direct and
refer to the real thing with precision, the images are very crisp. Seeing
them in our heads is like watching television in high definition. They are
easily described and the story they tell us is very understandable. But
sometimes our words fail us and it’s difficult to refer to the real thing
with precision. Then the images are fuzzy around the edges, almost like a
photograph that was taken when the camera was out of focus. Now these
images are not easy to describe and it’s difficult to understand the story
they are telling us.
Why do words fail us? Well it often happens when the things that we are
trying to refer to are themselves a little out of focus. This makes the real
thing a little tricky to describe. A “culture” and a “tradition” are very real
things, for example, as are a “community” and an “environment.” But how
do you describe them with precision?
When the image is a little out of focus it is more like an “impression” or
an “idea”—or maybe even an “inkling”—of the real thing that we have in
our heads rather than an actual image. We have to interpret these thoughts
in order to catch a glimpse of the picture. Sometimes we only get a quick
glimpse. And sometimes it’s not even the full picture that we see, but just
a piece of it, or we might see it at an obscure angle. This is because the act
of interpreting something is itself imprecise.
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Conducting the ROE-1 literature review was very much like seeing a
fuzzy picture slowly come into view. Certain ideas and themes jumped
out of the words but they needed to be interpreted rather than described.
Listed below are some—although not all—of the data that jumped out
of the words during the literature review. These are some of the data—
although not all of them—that were interpreted. Some of the data was
extracted directly from the documents in question and is quoted here
verbatim. Some of the data was extracted from the documents and is
paraphrased in this addendum.
In any event, it was this data that became the basis for, and eventually
framed the “ROE-1 Literature Review: Summary of Findings”. As is the
case with any interpretive work, the work itself is subject to interpretation.
That is, other people may not construe this data in the same way.
As part of the literature review, four documents were reviewed:
1. The Village of Teslin Official Community Plan (2009), which had a
section on economic development, and deals with land use within the
VOT boundaries;
2. The Teslin Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP) (2007),
which was created jointly by the Village of Teslin and the Teslin
Tlingit Council;
3. The Teslin Tlingit Community Development Plan (2000); and
4. The Teslin Economic Development Plan (2010 – drafted but not
accepted).
Each of these documents will be summarized here.

The Village of Teslin Official Community Plan (OCP)
The OCP is specific to the Village of Teslin. It was published in 2009. A
Vision Statement is not articulated in the document. However, the Vision
Statement in the ICSP was the guiding principle when the VOT OCP was
developed.
The General objectives of the VOT OCP are:
1. To serve as a “road-map” for community development;
2. To serve as a reference to help the VOT Village and the TTC work
together to make decisions about the use and development of land
within community boundaries; and
3. To help others with jurisdiction over lands adjacent to village
boundaries understand how their actions may affect the municipality.
The major recommendations in the VOT OCP as they relate to economic
development are to:
1. Establish Teslin as a healthy, sustainable and economically diverse
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

regional service centre by supporting the types of economic initiatives
that foster personal independence, employment of choice, and
community pride;
Support those economic development initiatives that stabilize the
regional economy, diversify local employment opportunities and
enhance the quality of community life, while respecting the natural
environment;
Encourage “Buy Local” policies and programs;
Prepare a strategy for tourism;
Investigate the feasibility of an economic development agency; and
Market and promote the Village.

Teslin Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP)
Entitled “Our Bridge to the Future”, the ICSP was published in 2007. It
was developed by both the TTC and the VOT. Its Vision Statement reads:
Teslin will be a community that provides for the long term social, cultural and economic needs of its residents while protecting and respecting
the natural environment that sustains them.
The General Objectives of the ICSP are to ensure:
1. Teslin is a community in which all residents are able to meet their
basic needs;
2. Teslin is a community that supports the healthy lifestyles of its
residents;
3. Teslin enjoys a diverse and sustainable economy;
4. Teslin is an environmentally sustainable community;
5. The protection and preservation of the Tlingit culture, heritage and
language; and
6. An increase in the knowledge, skills and capacity within our
community members to support personal goals and contribute to our
shared community goals.
The major recommendations in the ICSP as they relate to economic
development are to:
1. Ensure a diverse and sustainable economy; and
2. Increase the knowledge, skills and capacity of community members.

Teslin Tlingit Community Development Plan
The Teslin Tlingit Council published the “Teslin Tlingit Community
Development Plan” in 2000. The document addresses the issue of
economic development directly. One of the community development
plan’s primary objectives is to achieve economic self sufficiency by i)
reducing dependency on government support and ii) creating opportunities
for employment within the Teslin area. These include developing TeslinReviving Our Economy, Phase 1 Final Report
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based jobs that are compatible with traditional lifestyles and activities.
As part of a comprehensive economic strategy, the Teslin Tlingit
Community Development Plan identifies several opportunities that were
previously assessed as both economically feasible and appropriate for the
region’s natural resource base.
a) Strategies that focus on expanding the tourism market in Teslin:
• Exhibit seasonal cultural displays in the Community Centre;
• Conduct walking tours of Teslin;
• Conduct walking tours along the lakeshore incorporating interpretive displays;
• Conduct tours of the Teslin canoe factory;
• Expand visitor information services offered at the George Johnston
Museum;
• Direct signage more towards tourism and visitor needs;
• Promote fishing and camping at Nisutlin Bay Bird and Wildlife
Sanctuary and possibly Wolf Lake NP;
• Produce a visitor information brochure for Teslin and the surrounding area;
• Develop guided wilderness tours;
b) Revitalize the Teslin Tlingit woodcrafts canoe and snowshoe
factory;
c) Establish a professional fire-fighting crew;
d) Increase marketing and management services for existing businesses;
e) Establish a Teslin Tlingit Economic Development Corporation that is
responsible for supporting local entrepreneurs;
f) Encourage commercial development along the Alaska Highway.
g) Provide entrepreneurial training;
h) Provide community-based training for the construction trades;
i) Enhance the basic highway-oriented services; and
j) Develop events and attractions.
In another part of the report, key strategic actions are identified. Some
related to economic development:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify a quarry on settlement lands;
Implement a number of housing construction/subdivision initiatives;
Further develop Fox Point (including a Tourist Lodge Complex);
Implement a variety of initiatives to improve the appearance of the
Teslin area;
Renovate or reconstruct the Canoe factory as a light industrial centre;
and
Provide a highway commercial area with an appropriate architectural
theme.
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Teslin: Economic Development Plan (Draft for Discussion
Purposes Only)
The Village of Teslin economic development plan was drafted in 2010.
Ultimately, the report and its recommendations were not accepted by the
project committee. However, it includes some background information
that may be useful to the TTC process.
The Vision Statement reads:
By 2020, the Village of Teslin will have a dynamic and diversified
economy characterized by:
•
•
•
•

A thriving business environment that fosters entrepreneurship and
business success
A range of employment opportunities for local residents
A skilled and knowledgeable local workforce
A reputation as the perfect place to live, work, and play.

The General Objectives of the plan are to:
1. Establish economic development goals; and
2. Identify potential economic initiatives that build on the prior planning
work of the municipality and are consistent with the community’s
sustainable values and priorities.
The major recommendations in the plan as they relate to economic
development are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establish an organizational framework for economic development;
Support business retention and expansion;
Support enterprise growth;
Strengthen entrepreneurship;
Increase the focus on marketing and attracting businesses; and
Encourage and support tourism development

Of all the primary documents that were examined during the literature
review this is the one that focuses exclusively on economic development.
Specifically, it focuses on planning for economic development in the
Village of Teslin. However, because of the close relationship that exists
between the VOT and the TTC, many of the findings in the report may
apply to planning for economic development for the Teslin Tlingit
Council as well.
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Teslin Tlingit Council: Economic Situation Analysis
The purpose of an economic situation analysis is to answer the question
“Where are we now?”
To do this, the Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) must:
•
•
•

look at the strengths and weaknesses of the local economy,
look at the opportunities and threats presented by both internal and
external forces in the economic environment, and
identify partners for economic development.

For the purposes of this situation analysis, it is important to be clear that
the ROE-1 project is focused entirely on local community economic
development. The Teslin Tlingit Nation has much other economic
development work to do, related to the management of the resources of its
territory.
Thus, community economic development initiatives based in Teslin may
provide a supporting role with the TTC’s Chapter 22 tasks. However, the
council’s primary purpose is to make a positive difference in the lives of
the Teslin Tlingit people, helping them to successfully engage with the
modern economy in a way that respects their values and traditional ways
of life.
The territory
A challenge for this initiative early on was to address its
geographic scope. What area, project participants were
asked, represents the local economy given that Teslin
Tlingit people live not only in Teslin but throughout
the Teslin Tlingit traditional territory, in Whitehorse, in
Vancouver – in fact, around the world?
At the first workshop, the participants discussed the
matter and recommended that the geographic scope for
the project be limited to the traditional territory of the
Teslin Tlingit people. Within this territory, the major population centre is
the Village of Teslin, an incorporated municipality under the authority of
the Yukon Territorial Government.
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The Teslin Tlingit
Council’s traditional
territory occupies an
area of about 10,000
sq. km in the
southern Yukon.

The Village of Teslin is home to approximately 450 residents. This small
community is located on the banks of Teslin Lake at the mouth of the
Nisutlin River at kilometre 1296 (Mile 804) on the Alaska Highway.
Considered part of the Southern Lakes Region of the Yukon, the village
is about 176 km south of the territory’s capital, Whitehorse, and 240 km
north of Yukon’s “Gateway Community,” Watson Lake.
The TTC’s traditional territory extends over approximately 10,000 sq
km in the southern Yukon (see Figure 3). Within this territory is some
overlap with the Kaska Dena Council (to the north and east); Kwanlin
Dun First Nation and Ta’an Kwach’an Council (to the west); and Carcross/
Tagish First Nation (to the southwest). The TTC’s traditional territory also
extends into northern British Columbia, but there has been no settlement
on these lands to date.

Source: www.ttc-teslin.com
Figure 3: Teslin Tlingit traditional territory in the Yukon (boundary shown by
yellow dotted line).

After the Teslin Tlingit Council’s Yukon settlement was agreed upon in
1995, the Council retained the following lands and titles:
Category A Land (surface and subsurface title)
Category B Land (surface title only)
Land set aside as reserve

1,230.24 sq km
1,165.00 sq km
33.36 sq km
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Two major roads pass through this territory: the Alaska Highway and the
Canol Road, from Johnson’s Crossing northwards. An airport is located
within the boundaries of the Village of Teslin. It is little used, but has
potential to be a great asset for community economic development.
The region is rich in resources, and known for its historic trails,
waterways and recreational opportunities.

State of the local economy
Teslin’s economic vitality depends to a
very large extent on the government sector.
Collectively the federal, territorial, First
Nation and municipal governments provide
the majority of jobs in the community.
The Teslin Tlingit Council is the largest
employer.
Tourism and highway travellers, especially
in the summer, are an important part of the
local economy, as is construction work.
As in the past, the area’s natural resources
continue to provide wealth for local residents. Many people
continue to practise subsistence living activities, with much of their food
secured through hunting and fishing. A significant percentage of the
population engage in entrepreneurial activities rooted in traditional crafts
and cultural pursuits, such as sewing, knife making and carving.
Currently no major resource development projects operate in the area,
but several initiatives are underway that may be developed within the
next few years. These include: the Alaska Highway Pipeline project,
the Tintina Mine, and the development of the Trans Canada Trail in the
Yukon. There has also been talk about the potential for establishing a
national park in the Wolf Lake area, but concerns about the potential
impact of the park on traditional economic activity has set that idea aside.
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As in the past, the
area’s natural
resources continue
to provide wealth for
local residents.

Teslin has a skilled
workforce, with a
variety of talents.

The Teslin Tlingit Council and its territory have several assets on which to
build and strengthen its economy (detailed in Appendix 3). Among these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

its location in the pristine Southern Lakes Region;
its strong Tlingit cultural heritage;
its creative and hard-working people;
the strong entrepreneurial spirit of its people;
its status as a self-governing First Nation with an agreement that is
being implemented;
its community-wide commitment to develop strategic partnerships to
get things done;
good access to major transportation routes; and
infrastructure in both Teslin and Whitehorse to support economic
development: water, sewer, housing, support services and government
agencies
Workshop participants reaffirmed the existence of a skilled
workforce within Teslin, made up of a variety of talents. A
weakness, however, lies in the ability to incorporate youth into
the workforce at this time. Given the history of colonization
experienced by the Teslin Tlingit people, workshop participants
also highlighted the efforts of the Nation to provide healing
opportunities in the form of life skills and self-esteem
programming.
Areas of concern for the Teslin Tlingit economy, as highlighted
by the workshop participants, included the lack of:

1. an economic development agency to coordinate efforts and provide
dedicated staff and attention to economic development needs,
including that for outreach workers, employment counselling, and
business development support
2. communication between governments at all levels and the Teslin
Tlingit people, as well as between levels of government. Of specific
concern is the perceived lack of communication between the Teslin
Tlingit Council and the Village of Teslin. Workshop participants
stressed that all residents of the Teslin area were one community, and
needed their governments to work together more effectively.
3. vision for economic development in the area, although it was
acknowledged that the workshop they were attending was the first step
in addressing this gap.
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Other areas identified as needing attention in an economic development
strategy included the need to improve business development and
marketing for local businesses, as well as coaching to enhance the marketreadiness of Teslin-developed products.
A note about the importance of self-governance
The Teslin Tlingit Council is a self-governing First Nation. The SelfGovernment Agreement enables the Teslin Tlingit Council to establish
the legal and political framework for its government-to-government
relations with Canada and Yukon. To this end, the Teslin Tlingit Council is
entitled to enact its own laws from a set of predefined terms set out in the
agreement, including the:
•
•
•

use, management and good government of its Settlement Lands and
the people living on these lands;
administration, operation and internal management of the Teslin
Tlingit Council’s affairs, including the rights and benefits realized
pursuant to its Final Agreement; and
legislative powers that apply to Teslin Tlingit Council citizens
wherever they may reside in the Yukon.

As a result, the Teslin Tlingit Council will continue to assume increasing
responsibility over areas currently administered by the Canadian or Yukon
government. This will be achieved through a process of negotiations
to devolve responsibility for the design, administration and delivery
of programs and services. Canada will provide the financial resources
through Programs Service Transfer Agreements.
In February 2011, the Teslin Tlingit Council finalized the Administration
of Justice Agreement, which provides the council with the power to enact
laws of a local or private nature on Settlement Lands in
relation to the administration of justice. The foundation for justice, in this
case, is the Ha Kus Teyea, which codifies the Teslin Tlingit way.
First Nation sovereignty is crucial to successful economic development,
in large part because it tightens the link between decision-making and
the consequences of those decisions. First Nation governments have
stronger incentives to make appropriate development decisions than other
government agencies because they are the ones that will more directly
bear the costs and reap the benefits of those decisions. 1

1
Paraphrased from Stephen Cornell and Joseph P. Kalt (1995). “Reloading the
Dice: Improving the Chances for Economic Development on American Indian Reservations.” Published in What Can Tribes Do? Strategies and Institutions in American Indian
Economic Development, American Indian Studies Centre, University of California, p. 15.
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Internal trends and forces
Population

Young workers bring
innovation and energy to the workplace
and young families to
the community, helping to sustain growth.

Demographic trends in the Teslin area indicate that there is a fairly stable
population base, although over time the youth of the community tend
to move on, in part because of the lack of local education, training and
employment opportunities. If this trend could be reversed, it would have
several impacts, including population growth and, with that, demand for
more housing. Young workers are known to bring innovation and energy
to the workplace and young families to the community – both of which
help to sustain the growth of a community. As well, university graduates,
if they can be enticed back, have a lot of technological know-how to offer.
Workshop discussions also reinforced the importance of having a place
for youth in the community.
At the other end of the demographic spectrum, an aging population will
put new physical and social infrastructure pressures on the community,
with impacts on healthcare requirements, education, housing and the
service sector. This trend provides opportunities for the community to
respond to the needs of its older members and their families.
Housing
There are some indications that the lack of housing is artificially
depressing the population of the Teslin area. While housing prices are
relatively low when compared with prices other areas in the Yukon, Teslin
has little in the way of a real estate
market. Many people are hesitant
to invest in housing and developers
are reluctant to build on speculation.
Without sufficient affordable and
adequate housing, Teslin will not
reach its growth potential.
On the upside, however, housing is
an industry that offers good training
opportunities at the community
level, to develop transferable skills
within the workforce – for jobs in
construction specifically and in the
“green economy” more generally.
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Existing business situation
The 2008 Yukon Business Survey found the following:
•
•
•
•

Thirty-eight businesses reported Teslin as the location of their
headquarters, employing a total of 60 people. Clearly, most Teslin
businesses have very few employees.
The majority of business respondents to the survey stated that they are
sole proprietorships.
Most of the respondents stated that they had been operating a business
in Teslin for more than five years. Three respondents had been in
business for over 25 years.
The majority of respondents stated that they or their family had started
the business.

According to the 2009 Yukon Business Survey1 , the Teslin Tlingit Council
has the highest number of First Nation business owners compared with
other First Nations in the Yukon. The survey indicated that 32 businesses
were owned by Teslin Tlingit people. The next highest number was 21
businesses owned by members of the Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation.
Products and services available from businesses in Teslin include2:

Barriers to business expansion, as determined by the Village of Teslin’s
economic development study, include a general belief amongst business
1

http://www.eco.gov.yk.ca/stats/pdf/2009_Business_Survey_Report.pdf

2
Village of Teslin Economic Development Plan 2010 (draft for discussion purposes only). Prepared by North Skye Consulting, p. 35.
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owners that the Teslin area does not have a positive business climate,
although the source of that belief is not clear, since the same study
indicated that there are few municipal barriers. Many business people
stated that their success and future plans for expansion were in some ways
dependent on being able to hire and retain qualified staff.
Branding and targeted marketing can attract new customers. However,
at both the community and individual business levels, promotion and
marketing appear limited. This may be a role that can be played by local
government or by a local economic development agency.

External trends and forces
Economic challenges
The Yukon’s principal economic sectors are government, mining, oil
and gas, tourism, construction, and retail
and wholesale trade. While spending by
the government sector provides significant
stability to local economies, the other
sectors are vulnerable to the highs and lows
of the national and global economic cycles.
The recent global recession has contributed
to declining commercial and tourist
traffic along the Alaska Highway. Teslin’s
proximity to Whitehorse is both an
economic opportunity and a challenge. For
example, access to the larger market less
than a two-hour drive away provides an
opportunity for Teslin businesses, but the
fact that Teslin residents show a significant
preference to spending in the larger centre is creating an economic
challenge.
Community image
Like many other small rural communities, Teslin is experiencing an
aging population and outmigration of young people. A lack of affordable
housing options is also contributing to the outmigration of young
people and the difficulty in attracting new or returning residents. While
Teslin residents extol the benefits of living in Teslin, some residents are
concerned that the once-strong community spirit is faltering and Teslin is
losing its “can do” attitude.
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Outside Teslin, awareness of the community’s assets and how they could
be developed seems limited. For example the last tourism plan touching
on the Teslin area was in the early 1990s. New tourism development and
investment in the Southern Lakes Region is focused in the Skagway,
Carcross and Whitehorse areas.
Areas of economic opportunity
In response to the internal and external trends and forces
examined, workshop participants identified several sectors as areas
of focus for moving forward with local economic development
planning.
Tourism

Outside Teslin,
awareness of the
community’s assets
and how they could
be developed seems
limited.

Tourists passing through Teslin along the highway provide a
ready-made market. Businesses in Teslin can explore ways to
entice these tourists to stay longer and spend more money than they are
currently doing.
•

•

•

A complete tourism planning exercise is required to identify Teslin’s
unique advantage (the “Teslin brand”) and build
a communications and marketing strategy to
capitalize on it. This will require background
research into all of the opportunities available
in the Teslin catchment area, and possibly the
development of new businesses to address gaps
in the range of services offered. Suggestions
by workshop participants (possibly tongue in
cheek) included the need for more bars, casinos
and entertainment establishments, similar to the
Dawson City tourism model.
Better knowledge of Teslin’s unique brand and
identity may also lead to the development of
specialized products that emerge from this unique
identity, including those that would be useful to
the local or tourist market or could potentially be
marketed elsewhere.
The potential for exploitation of Teslin Tlingit
cultural heritage must be avoided in developing
any tourism strategy. While tourists seek an
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authentic Aboriginal tourism experience, the providers of that
experience must remain authentic. In northern Manitoba, for example,
these considerations were addressed through trapline tourism. The
most productive harvesting season was in the late fall, so trappers
resisted the idea of taking tourists along the traplines at that time. Later
in the season, however, when the harvesting rates were down, trappers
saw taking visitors out as an economic opportunity and a way to
provide an authentic experience of working a trapline.
Forestry and wood use
•

•

The TTC has developed a strategic plan for forest management that
includes wood harvesting. This could lead to the need for value-added
production, similar to that provided by the sawmill and the canoe
factory – infrastructure that is still in place. The wood from local
harvesting could also potentially be used for the construction and/or
finishing of housing.
A key issue regarding structural wood is the need for it to be kilndried to meet the Building Code, so the purchase of a kiln warrants
investigation as well. If local wood could not be used for structural
purposes, it could still be used for finishing, cupboards, and other uses.
Workshop participants could see the potential for a complete cycle of
wood harvesting, processing, use in housing construction, use as waste
in the development of biofuels, and replacement planting.

Other resources development, including mining
•

The workshop participants clearly recognized the sovereignty of
the TTC over mining decisions. However, the role of an economic
development agency could be to assist with ensuring that Teslin Tlingit
people receive optimum benefits, either as employees or as suppliers
to any major resource development project. This assistance could take
the form of training, coaching, business development support or other
approaches.

Education/training
•

•

Education and training are not usually viewed as a sector for economic
development. However, the workshop participants saw the linkages
between economic development and the ability to offer high school
options within the community as well as specialized training programs
that would lead to employment by Teslin Tlingit people. Another
option is to expand Yukon College’s offerings in Teslin so that Yukon
residents could travel to Teslin to take the courses (rather than always
to Whitehorse). The now vacated correctional facility could be
repurposed to serve as a dormitory for these students.
Government decentralization
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•

The concentration of territorial government services in Whitehorse
is a contributing factor to economic leakage from Teslin. In other
provincial and territorial jurisdictions, the provincial government
has decentralized its offices, which has created good-paying jobs
in smaller communities. Workshop participants thought this type of
approach could also work in the Yukon, to the benefit of the smaller
communities.

Development concerns
Workshop participants were concerned about a variety of global trends
that are likely to affect the Teslin Tlingit people, and expressed the
importance of planning for community resilience. Issues addressed
included: climate change, peak oil (and rising energy costs), and food
security.
While these environmental changes are well outside the scope of a local
community or organization to address, they will affect the community
over time. For these reasons, the following sectors were identified for
potential economic development:
•
•

Agriculture and livestock (potentially including farmed game), which
has the opportunity to provide more locally produced food and builds
on the horse traditions of the region
Energy production – in terms of small-scale geothermal (ex. district
heating systems) and hydroelectric (ex. run of river) – to reduce
dependency on the grid. The workshop group was not opposed to the
investigation of other renewable energy sources to determine which
might be appropriate for the community, notably wind and solar.
Other energy-related economic development initiatives might include
the development of biofuels (high efficiency wood pellets for burning
in wood stoves, made from wood waste left over from any forestry
initiative that might be developed).

Any economic development strategy would need to address the following
considerations:
•

•
•
•

build on and retain existing businesses as much as possible, and
provide coaching and professional development support to business
owners and staff, with particular focus in the areas of product and
business development, marketing and management;
integrate university graduates back into the communities by
supporting their employment or business development needs;
reuse or improve the use of existing infrastructure, including
the airport, the correctional facility building, and other existing
infrastructure within the community; and
partner with various levels of government, corporations, educational
institutions and community-based organizations.
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Workshop participants
expressed the importance
of planning for
community resilience.

Additional concerns expressed by the workshop participants included:
•

•

•

•

•

The need for community support and buy-in of the economic
development strategy that is developed – Without community support,
it is possible for individuals within the community to derail any
initiatives to be undertaken.
The small local population base – This means there is competition
for the community’s labour force between local businesses, by
other communities, and by the provincial government and other
jurisdictions. The limiting factor of low populations was discussed and
how this might be overcome.
The potential for competition from other communities as the Teslin
Tlingit people find their unique advantage. Of specific concern is the
potential for criticism from other related communities if Teslin moves
ahead of them. On the other hand, leadership by Teslin was seen as
potentially drawing these other communities along and providing
them a model to follow.
The barriers presented by bureaucracy, regulations and codes in
getting new things started – An economic development agency that
could assist individual entrepreneurs with navigating the regulations
and finding help from the various bureaucracies would assist with
getting new businesses started.
The need to start small and “learn to walk before trying to run” –
Success can be built, step by step, leading to increased confidence.

Partners for economic development
Traditional partners for economic development in the context of the
Teslin Tlingit include the federal and
territorial governments. Additionally,
workshop participants stressed the
importance of the TTC partnering with
the Village of Teslin. Each jurisdiction
serves the needs of the same people
and each has different funding
opportunities. Working together
therefore would seem to be mutually
beneficial.
Other partners for successful economic
development include:
• Teslin Chamber of Commerce
• Association of Yukon Communities
(AYC)
• Various recreational associations,
including the Yukon Snowmobiling Association, which is the lead
agency on the Yukon portion of the Trans Canada Trail
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•
•
•
•

Social workers – to have them become more involved with the community and have their clients be more engaged with the labour force
RCMP members – to get their ideas about economic development
Elders and youth
Leadership of the TTC and the Village of Teslin

Engaging youth in economic development
Workshop participants expressed considerable interest in ensuring
that youth are integrated into the community and into any economic
development initiatives that are put into place.

Workshop participants
stressed the importance of
the Teslin Tlingit Council
partnering with the Village
of Teslin.

Among the suggestions made to help integrate Teslin youth into
productive economic activity:
•
•

•

•

Develop a job-shadowing program to give youth the opportunity to
listen and watch people at their jobs.
Develop a life skills/land skills
program for young people to teach
on-the-job skills training in the
context of caring for the land (e.g.,
based on traditional values and skills)
to better equip young people for their
participation in the workforce.
Increase youth participation in
TTC leadership by establishing
a youth committee that appoints
a representative to sit on General
Council.
Encourage relationships between
youth and Elders. It is getting harder
to pass along traditional ways,
especially in competition with television and the Internet. However,
youth are starting to listen to Elders again and to see what it means,
through celebrations and daily life, to be a Teslin Tlingit person. Youth
need champions and role models.
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Conclusion
The geographic scope of the Reviving Our Economy – Phase 1 project
sets the focus of economic development planning on the Teslin Tlingit
traditional territory, with flexibility to take in the range of where Teslin
Tlingit people now live. This means that development opportunities may
arise in Whitehorse or other places outside the territory. Each opportunity
will have to be evaluated on its own merits, in relation to the overall
objectives of the Teslin Tlingit Community Economic Development
Strategy, once it is developed.
The Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) has many strengths and assets to take
into its community economic development process. At the same time, a
number of significant factors could limit or challenge the TTC’s success
with community economic development.
In structuring its initiatives, the TTC will be challenged in terms of how its
community economic development agency is structured, the partnerships
that will be needed to assist with achieving success, and how to generate
momentum so that small successes build on each other.
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Introduction
The Reviving Our Economy – Phase 1 (ROE-1) project continued with a
series of workshops and meetings held from June 23–27, 2011.
•
•
•

The first workshop on June 23–24 focused on developing the vision,
strategies and roadmap for a local community economic development
strategic plan for the Teslin Tlingit people.
A Steering Committee meeting on June 26 examined the relationship
between economic development and nation-building, based on the
results of the “Harvard Project.1”
A final workshop on June 27 examined the question of how an
Economic Development Agency for the local community might
be structured, and how it might be linked to, but
independent from, the Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC).

See Appendix 1 for a list of workshop participants.
The visioning workshop was co-facilitated by Beverly
Suderman and Avril Orloff. It resulted in a visual
presentation of the group’s strategic vision and the
strategies and “roadmap” to achieve that vision. (See
Appendix 4 for the vision murals.)
The Steering Committee session on the Harvard Project
was led by Michael Kelly.
The structuring workshop was facilitated by Beverly Suderman and
enriched by the participation of Richard Sidney and Stephen Phillips,
who brought specialized knowledge of TTC’s economic development
structures and the legal aspects of structuring organizations to the
discussions.
All of these workshops built on the first set, held May 25–26, where
community members undertook a situation analysis. Members
began by reviewing the findings of four documents that address
economic development in the Village of Teslin or in the surrounding
region; and then by identifying the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats in the current economic environment.
1
The Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development is a research
initiative headed by Drs. Stephen Cornell and Joseph Kalt. It started at Harvard University, but is now located at the Udall Centre for Public Policy at the University of Arizona
(Tucson). Research has identified four factors that are required for success in economic
development in Indian Country. These factors build on one another and should be developed sequentially: 1) sovereignty/jurisdiction (i.e., the First Nation’s ability to make
decisions about land use); 2) effective governance, including an independent judicial
system and rule of law; 3) an economic development strategy or plan; and 4) action for
economic development. For more information see http://hpaied.org/.
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What will our community look like when we have successfully revived our economy?
Workshop participants were asked to cast their minds 20 years into the
future and envision what the community would look like if this initiative
to “revive our economy” were successful. Participants were also asked
what evidence there would be to demonstrate that success.
In their responses, workshop participants identified a place having a
positive community dynamic and a shared vision – a place that values
social and economic health, creativity and the integration of young people
into the community and its economy. Participants also envisioned a place
with a balance between the traditional and new economies, as well as a
work–life balance that would promote individuals’ health. They wanted
diversity within the economy to allow for personal expression and to
move beyond traditional jobs. And they wanted full employment so that
members of the community were more self-sufficient and so that social
assistance was required only in emergencies.
It will be a healthier community
As envisioned by the workshop participants, a healthier community means
that:
• people are living in good homes – Homes are in good repair; some
homes may have been built with local wood harvested within the
TTC’s traditional territory under the terms of the Sustainable Forestry
Plan; some homes may have been constructed by participants in trades
training programs.
• people want to stay in the community because everybody is happy
and busy – Young people are inspired by their parents’ successes and
are busy with their own jobs, businesses or other creative endeavours.
There is a place for graduates of universities and colleges in the work
life of the community, whether that means working at jobs in Teslin,
telecommuting or consulting to agencies or businesses outside of the
region, or pursuing artistic vocations.
• people are self-reliant – They grow their own food and they know how
to live on the land and put food by for the winter. They also protect
resources so those resources are available for future generations.
• money circulates within the community and doesn’t just disappear
out to Whitehorse – People support local businesses. The import
replacement strategy (discussed later in this document) has created
new businesses and is saving money for the people of Teslin.
• people talk in a way that is positive, encouraging and supportive –
Pride, self-esteem, self-discipline, happiness, knowledge and respect
for learning are evident among residents.
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Workshop participants reflected on how far the community has come in
the last generation in terms of community pride and being a healthier place
to live and raise children. Part of the vision involves seeing the community
move towards a new level of community pride and unity, with new stories
to tell about success and progress, stories that are uplifting and inspiring
and that lead to self-actualization – rather than the old stories about
victimization and oppression. These stories of the hard times, though they
will never be forgotten, must be balanced with new stories of success
based on personal initiative in a context of community support.
It will have a balance of traditional and new economies.
The traditional economy, including the creation of traditional crafts
(sewing) and undertaking traditional activities on the land (hunting, fishing
and trapping), was mentioned in several ways as part of the overall vision.
Knowing how to live on the land has long been a big part of the overall
concept of self-reliance – itself an important part of being a healthy
community. However, another large component of the vision is that
traditional skills will be passed along.
Among the potential strategies suggested for supporting the transmission
of traditional knowledge:
•
•
•

offering young people up to six-month training opportunities to learn
the skills (three months was felt to be too short);
using apprenticeships and mentorships as ways to pass along the skills
and knowledge; and
providing elders with a wage or stipend to train younger people in the
traditional ways1.

The traditional economy also came up in the discussion about work–life
balance. In the vision of full employment, participants stressed that they
wanted to have paid work but also time for family, community life, and
traditional activities, whether in the home or on the land.
As well, the traditional economy is seen as being linked with the cash
economy, in the sense that some of the skills used in the traditional
economy may be in demand for the tourism economy. For example, the
bi-annual Tlingit “Celebration” is meant to be an event that brings together
Coastal and Inland Tlingit people for knowledge-sharing and cultural
exchange. However, it is also being marketed widely in the hopes of
drawing in tourists who could be customers for the craft items on sale and
contribute to the local economy.
1
This last idea was controversial within the group, in part because it is an elder’s
responsibility to pass along knowledge to the younger generation. However, the economic
realities of life in Teslin today are such that elders have much more need of cash than
they did in the past. On this basis, the idea gained support.
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Similarly, tourism products, developed using the natural resources and
traditional skills, could be used to attract tourists to the Teslin Tlingit
traditional territory. Examples of such products include guided fishing,
hunting or trapping excursions led by Teslin Tlingit people.
It will have a diverse local economy
Workshop participants had a broad view of what will make a successful
local economy. A principal element is that it should build on the creativity
of the people and not be locked into a few narrow options. This means
that the envisioned economy is very diverse, with opportunities and
outlets for widely varying skills and talents that go beyond traditional
jobs and economic development solutions.
Creativity can mean everything from establishing a laundromat to making
films. Although the community’s vision is to create wealth, Tlingit people
define wealth more broadly than just in terms of money. Wealth is also
measured in terms of positive community relationships and the fulfillment
of dreams.
It will be a sustainable community
The topic of sustainability received much discussion as its meaning was
explored in the context of the Teslin Tlingit people, their territory and
the context of local community economic development.
Sustainability and good governance – One aspect of a sustainable
community is good governance. Workshop participants thought
about sustainability and governance primarily as these applied to
the formation of the proposed Economic Development Agency for
the local community. From the perspective of the participants, key
elements of good governance for this agency include:
• clear policy and direction;
• easy-to-understand policies and procedures; and
• fair application to everybody.
Sustainability and a discrimination-free community – Another
dimension of sustainability is the idea of “one community” with no
discrimination. Participants talked about their own experiences of
discrimination, how they had observed it in action in the community,
and how they did not want anybody else to have to go through that
experience. This theme continued throughout the workshops, as
participants discussed how to structure the Economic Development
Agency so that it would not be discriminatory in its program
offerings and services.
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Key indicators of sustainability in this area include young people:1
•
•
•
•

being gainfully employed ;
learning self-sufficiency and responsibility; and
being involved in meetings and workshops so that
they are participating in the creation of their future.

Sustainability and the Teslin Tlingit Way – Ha Kus Teyea, the
Teslin Tlingit Way, is a statement of how to be in the world,
as well as the foundation for all other laws and governance
decisions. It can be compared to a Constitution in that it is a
founding document from which all other legislation, policy and
decision-making flows.

Sustainability can be used as a “test”
for any new economic development
initiatives. Four qualities distinguish
sustainable community economic
development: Social responsibility,
Ecological sensitivity, cultural
Respect and economic Viability.
These are sometimes referred to by
the acronym SERV.
•

The Ha Kus Teyea is based on respect for the land and its
resources and on understanding the spirit of all living things. It
addresses: the responsibilities of individuals; relationships within
the community; the obligations of individuals to the community;
and the responsibilities of leaders to the community, both as
individuals and as a group.
There will be full employment
A key consideration in the vision is full employment – everybody
is busy. However, full employment in this context may be
different from mainstream economic thought.

•

In the overall vision expressed by the workshop participants,
all of the community’s residents are busy doing their job or
being involved in a business, but they are also maintaining
their responsibilities in the Teslin Tlingit Way, continuing their
traditional economy and spending time on the land.
This definition of full employment may require that jobs have
flexible employment arrangements (such as part-time or shared
jobs) to help waged workers find the right work–life balance. It
may also mean that some businesses must be seasonal so that
owners can make the time to go out on the land. Other businesses
might be organized as partnerships so that partners can take turns
going out on the land.

•

•

1
A major concern in the community is the dramatic rise in recent years in the
number of young people on social assistance. In addition to the limited number of jobs
available, many people lack work experience even though they have education.
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Socially responsible: The
economic development initiative
is socially responsible when
the well-being of the people
who will be impacted by the
economic development initiative
will not be put at risk. They
may receive upgrading or other
skills enhancement necessary
for employment in the industry
that the economic development
initiative creates.
Ecological sensitivity: The
economic development
initiative displays ecological
sensitivity when it mitigates any
negative impacts the economic
development initiative itself may
have on the natural environment.
That means that environmentally
nourishing and replenishing
activities must be used.
Cultural Respect: The
economic development initiative
demonstrates cultural respect,
honouring the way of life of the
people who live there.
Economic Viability: The
economic development initiative
is economically viable. If it is not,
then none of the other measures
are meaningful.

An Economic Development Agency will lead the revival
Establishment of a Teslin Tlingit Economic Development Agency is seen
as an important means of helping to create a vibrant local economy.
The focus of this proposed agency would be on providing support services to small business, identifying economic development opportunities,
undertaking “big picture” thinking in terms of research and planning, and
providing or facilitating training that benefits the local economy and the
community. This agency would, with all appropriate precautions, support
and encourage the people in their business ideas, and assist with providing
support, brokering resources, and increasing knowledge about successful
business management.
What must we do to achieve our desired future?
Workshop participants anticipated the necessary steps to move towards
their vision, trying to make the vision as concrete as possible.
Establish a local community Economic Development Agency.
The first task would be to establish the agency, including:
1. forming an organizational structure – including articles of incorporation and other guiding principles – that meets the approval of the TTC.
(This step will involve setting the agency’s mandate, roles and responsibilities; and determining the role of the TTC government in relation
to the agency);
2. establishing a Board of Directors or Trustees;
3. hiring an Economic Development Officer;
4. finding a location for the office;
5. developing a good plan for the agency; and
6. finding resources to enable the agency to carry out its mandate and
programming.
Setting the agency’s mandate, roles and responsibilities
The agency’s mandate would be to:
• serve Teslin Tlingit people and all residents within the Teslin Tlingit
traditional territory;
• promote economic vitality through:
• providing business support services;
• assisting entrepreneurs to access supports;
• linking training opportunities and job creation with labour needs;
• identifying economic development opportunities;
• undertaking research and planning; and
• working in partnership with others; and
• assist with community social development.
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Creating a community of service
The Economic Development Agency would be supported by the TTC
government, sharing compatible aims. The hope is that the agency would
eventually become financially self-sufficient, though because of the agency’s small scale and social development mandate this may be difficult to
achieve.
The agency’s service mandate would capture the community service vision
elements of “one community” and “no discrimination.” The intention is
to make the services of the agency available to all Teslin Tlingit members
over the age of 18, no matter where they live, as well as to all residents
of the Teslin Tlingit territory. This means that there would be no race- or
ethnicity-based discrimination within the local community. The services
would be available to individuals and businesses within the region, regardless of membership.
It is important to note, however, is that services could possibly be limited by other reasons.
For example, if the Economic Development
Agency received funding to offer a training
program specifically for First Nations peoples,
then people who are not members of a First
Nation would be ineligible to participate.
Also important to note is that there may be
practical limits on the ability of the agency to
provide services to all Teslin Tlingit members, wherever they may live.
For example, if the agency provides a training program in Teslin and the
interested member lives in Whitehorse, the individual would have to travel
to Teslin to participate in the training. Similarly, if a member living away
from Teslin wanted to access business support services (coaching or mentoring) provided, unless that support could be provided by telephone, the
individual might be better off accessing services from a different organization (such as the Yukon Indian Development Corporation or Dana Naye
Ventures).
In other cases, however, it would be a simple matter to provide comparable
services, for example:
•
•
•

participation in a joint marketing venture, such as a brochure advertising arts and crafts by Teslin Tlingit artisans;
micro-lending, in the form of small individual loans; and
networking of entrepreneurs to the supports they need, such as computer technical support, web design, or other services.
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Balancing roles
The specific roles envisioned for the Economic
Development Agency require it to balance “big
picture” concerns (that involve research, planning,
and the provision of advice and other input to
governments) with service provision, whether in
the form of training programs or business support
services.
The inevitable additional work the agency would be
required to undertake (over and above the proposed
three-year work plan, discussed later in this document)
would evolve in response to specific community needs
and pressures once the agency was operational and the
community sees the agency’s potential.
Social development
Social development is a broad term that describes actions taken to build
positive social outcomes and prevent (or lessen the impact of) negative
ones that can adversely affect a community. Typically these actions entail
improving the availability of support systems in the community. When
a local community Economic Development Agency embraces its role
in social development, it takes a holistic approach that addresses both
economic and social development priorities. Successful economies require
people who have the skills and abilities to provide quality services. Also
vital for success is that business owners have access to a skilled, qualified
labour market.
The Reviving Our Economy situation analysis notes that although the
labour force in the region is highly skilled, gaps still exist. The most
notable of these: the lack of youth integration into the local economy; the
lack of market-readiness for a number of businesses; and some lack of
business management skills.
Clarifying the role of the Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) in governing
the agency
Of primary importance is the question of the relationship between the
TTC, as the First Nations government, and the proposed Economic
Development Agency itself.
The TTC has a mandate to address both the social and economic wellbeing of the Teslin Tlingit First Nation and its peoples. The proposed
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agency is viewed as a means to furthering the aims of the government and,
as such, could be developed as a branch of the TTC.
However, there are two main concerns with this:
•

Locating an Economic Development Agency within a government
structure runs the risk that political interference in the work of the
agency could result. Research undertaken through the Harvard Project
indicates that one of the three principal impediments to the development of tribal economies is “the potential for tribal political interference in enterprise operations.” (Cameron, 1995, p. 63) Direct access
by politicians to business operational decision-making “makes business planning difficult, leads to instability in business management,
and places extraordinary burdens on tribal enterprises, discouraging
growth and politicizing resources.” (Cameron, 1995, p. 64)

•

A close association between tribal politics and tribal business could
put outside investors at a disadvantage. They may not want to risk
conducting business or undertaking an investment in a local enterprise
because of perceived favouritism or bias toward tribal operations.
“Political instability, the possibility of opportunism on the part of tribal
officials, and the difficulty of processing disputes or claims against the
tribe discourage would-be investors, placing the tribe at a disadvantage in the competition for capital and expertise that could be devoted
to enhancing tribal economies and community welfare.” (Cameron,
1995, p. 64) The Harvard Project’s recommendation is to establish an
arms-length tribal economic development corporation that ensures “(1)
that public funds invested in business enterprises serve the interests of
the tribe, and (2) that those enterprises have the necessary flexibility
and freedom from political interference to be profitable …” (Cameron,
1995, p. 65)

Thus, in the proposed model, the tribal government would have a major
role in setting long-term business goals and strategy, but would not be able
to interfere in day-to-day operations and business decisions. The TTC has
used this type of model already in the establishment of its business investments, setting up trusts as holding companies for the businesses within
those trusts. The TTC appoints Trustees to oversee the trusts. In turn, the
Trustees hire a management company to oversee the interests of the trust.
In this way, the TTC has a direct accountability structure for its trusts and
businesses, but an arm’s-length relationship in terms of operational decision-making.
Nevertheless, in contemplating the options, workshop participants were
concerned that making the local community Economic Development
Agency a branch of the TTC government would raise the risk of political
interference and involvement in its programming and decision-making;
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could slow things down; and could result in short-term thinking and
planning based on the government budget cycle rather than long-term
thinking. There was also concern that making the agency a branch of
government could impede the part of the vision related to “one community
– no discrimination” because it might be seen as contradictory for
non-Teslin Tlingit members to be accessing services through the TTC
government. However, workshop participants were willing to contemplate
this option as a place to start for about the first six months or so of the
agency’s existence.
Clearly the TTC, as the First Nations government, has a strong interest in
the success of the local community Economic Development Agency. But
if the agency were not part of the TTC government, what would the role of
government be in relation to the agency?
Generally speaking, governments play a significant role in investment,
finance, human capital formation, the acquisition of technology, and the
development of policy. (Adelman, 1999, p. 7) Thus, the TTC role could be
to:
•

invest resources (seed monies and ongoing programmatic funding) into
the agency:
• create a policy and regulatory environment within which economic
development initiatives can thrive; and
• establish an organizational structure that will offer the best chance for
the agency to succeed, including the delegation of certain authorities
(including a mandate to seek other funding).
Forming the agency’s organizational structure
The question of organizational structure was tackled at the
June 27 workshop and required a full day of discussions.
A number of organizational models were reviewed. A brief
overview of the organizational structure of the TTC’s existing
economic development structures was provided by Stephen
Phillips and Richard Sidney.
After extensive discussion, options were narrowed down to
four:
1. Create an economic development trust, similar to the
investment and business trusts currently owned by the TTC.
This new trust would be wholly owned by the TTC, which
could create corporations or non-profit societies within the
trust to meet the various needs of the Economic Development
Agency. Trustees would be appointed by the TTC.
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The main advantage of this model: It offers the clearest ownership
and accountability model, and provides the best opportunity for future
expansion, joint venture partnerships, and other types of economic
development initiatives that may emerge from the agency, or through the
agency’s activities.
The main disadvantage of this model: It may be too complicated for what
is required at the start-up phase of the agency.
2. Create a non-profit society, similar to that of Dana Naye Ventures.
The main advantage of this model: It is that it is simple and easy to understand for the community, and there are models like Dana Naye to follow in
the Yukon.
The main disadvantage of this model: While it may be appropriate for
the start-up phases of the economic development initiative, it may not be
appropriate for the future, when larger-scale economic enterprises may be
required. For example, concerns were expressed that the Dana Naye model
took too long to grow to its current size and that the Teslin Tlingit would
want more substantial action faster. Nevertheless, workshop participants
also discussed the need to start small and build on successes, rather than
starting large and risking failure.
3. Operate as a branch of the TTC government. This option was addressed above. A number of concerns with this option were raised,
though it was acknowledged that it might be a place to start without
delaying the onset of community economic development.
4. Create a community economic development corporation, similar to
that of the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations.
The main advantages of this model: It would be wholly owned by the
TTC, leading to clear linkages and accountability. Also, because its role
is seen as primarily developmental, and not a for-profit agency, and any
profits would be reinvested in additional programming, it enjoys tax-free
status. Establishing such a corporation would have the added advantage
of providing a vehicle for the TTC to generate economic activity on nonsettlement lands within the Traditional Territory.
No matter which option is selected, the TTC’s General Council would
have a role in providing approval and authority for the agency. Specific
tasks for the General Council include:
•

developing or changing existing policy with regard to economic development initiatives, to permit the establishment of a local community
Economic Development Agency;
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•
•
•

delegating the appropriate authorities to the agency, including the approval of its mandate and structure;
giving the agency the mandate to seek other funding;
supporting the agency in accessing entitlement funding from the territorial and federal governments.

George Johnston (1884–1972) was
an innovative Teslin Tlingit individual, known for his trapping as
well as his photography. With his
camera, he captured the life of the
inland Tlingit people of Teslin and
Atlin between 1910 and 1940. Johnston also brought the first car, a 1928
Chevrolet, to Teslin, having had it
shipped by small paddle wheeler
several hundred miles.

Establishing an office
Participants clearly stated that the Economic Development Agency
must be based in Teslin. Visibility in the community was identified
as a key factor for the agency in maintaining ongoing communications, ensuring community interest and maintaining community
connection. A central location was seen as critical to the success of
the agency. At the same time, concerns were expressed about the
potential for the Agency to be seen as “aligned” with a particular
government, and the potential problems that might cause.
Other location requirements included space for:

Since the Alaska Highway has not
been built yet, George built a 3-mile
road for his “Teslin taxi.” In winter,
he put chains on the car, and drove
it on frozen Teslin Lake. The car became an icon of enterprise serving as
a local taxi, pulling his hunting sled,
transporting locals up and down 80
miles of frozen lakeway and the vehicle for his renowned photography.

•

The original car has been restored
and is now on permanent display at
the George Johnston Museum, in
Teslin.

Follow our roadmap to success

•
•

two offices and, later, up to five offices (to provide room for
expansion);
a small boardroom; and
bathroom and small kitchen facilities (coffee and lunches).

One idea for finding the ideal location is to put out a call to the
private sector, asking for offers on a location to rent. It may be that
the agency will initially be housed in the TTC offices until it is
able to transition to an independent location.

In thinking about the roadmap to successful local community
economic development, workshop participants reflected on the
legacy of George Johnston, his vision and entrepreneurialism.
They named the roadmap mural in his honour, calling it “… and
the journey continues …,” seeing the continuity from his vision to
the vision of today.
As discussed in the previous sections, a number of steps need to be
undertaken if an Economic Development Agency is to be established. One of these steps is to develop a three-year plan of activities to get the agency started. Based on the priorities identified in
the May workshop (from which the situation analysis was produced), participants strategized about how the workload could be
organized over the first three years of operations. Their thoughts
are reflected in the roadmap mural (see Appendix 4).
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Providing services
Initially, the primary services to be offered would be business development and support services. These are anticipated to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coaching and mentoring small business entrepreneurs;
conducting business planning/feasibility studies with
entrepreneurs;
providing follow-up “aftercare” for business development when
loans have originated from elsewhere;
networking/linking entrepreneurs with resources such as training
and web support; and
developing and offering a micro-lending component:
conducting a needs feasibility study and establishing partnerships;
adopting an interest buy-down program (federal) or other model;
and
establishing lending circles.

These activities will be ongoing, and will develop in response to community demands and challenges.
As opportunities and need arise, the Economic Development Agency
would also help other groups offer training programs in the community.
These could include:
•
•
•

programs to address identified labour shortages in the region, such as
trained cooks (whether for camps or restaurants), environmental workers, and heavy equipment operators;
“how to run your small business” programs, which could include such
topics as marketing, managing income tax and balance sheets, and bidding on jobs;
business-specific literacy training to assist small business owners with
navigating the forms, rules and regulations related to operating a business.

The agency would have to work closely with the TTC’s Education Department to help individuals achieve their educational goals, especially
in those cases where the training is highly specialized and specific to one
individual.
Building agency capacity and momentum
The agency would likely start with a small staff and a small budget. Over
time, as the services grow, the agency capacity would also grow. Key areas
identified for growing the agency’s capacity include:
•

establishing partnerships of various types -- for example, with other
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•
•
•
•

organizations, businesses and other levels of government;
developing staffing capacities for the specific tasks of running an
Economic Development Agency, particularly given that every effort
will be made to hire local people to staff the agency;
strengthening the capacity of Board members in undertaking their roles
on behalf of the Economic Development Agency;
putting in place the appropriate systems for the agency, such as
financial, computer and filing; and
developing policies and procedures as needed.1

Maintaining momentum and community support for the agency will also
form part of the workload. While success is a great foundation for building
momentum, workshop participants had additional ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

holding annual general meetings (AGMs) and other types of
community meetings;
hosting an annual open house to showcase the work of the agency;
creating a brochure to communicate the services offered by the agency;
ensuring that Board or staff members follow up with clients as part of
supporting entrepreneurs and of evaluating ongoing community needs
and successes of the agency;
issuing an annual report, showing progress and accountability to the
community;
showcasing successes in the local newspapers, Deslin Neek and Teslin
Post;
promoting the agency through advertising and posters around town;
sponsoring bingo nights; and
finding a good central location for the agency within the community to
ensure high visibility.
It will also be important for the
Economic Development Agency to
develop a set of performance measures
for itself, so that it has a useful way of
reporting back to the community about
its activities and success in generating
local community economic development.
These performance measures would
be set in the context of the goals of the
Economic Development Agency, which
in turn would be based on the vision.

1
See the Tlingit-Haida Regional Housing Authority case study in Appendix 2 for
examples of different types of policies that might be needed.
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Developing a tourism strategy
The number-one priority for workshop participants was to strengthen the
tourism sector for the community, particularly through finding ways to
draw in the “rubber-tire traffic” that travels the Alaska Highway.
The three-year work plan therefore sees the development of a tourism
strategy as the first project to be undertaken by the Economic Development Agency.
Year 1:
The first steps in developing the tourism strategy would be to undertake:
•
•
•

comprehensive, four-seasons mapping of tourism assets,
businesses and visitor services; and
market research to answer the questions: What is the existing market?
How could this market be expanded?

The specific areas of tourism to be developed are anticipated to be:
•
•
•
•
•

wilderness tourism (hunting, fishing, guiding, outfitting, trapping);
arts and crafts;
cultural tourism;
sports tourism; and
conferences and meetings.1

By the end of Year 1, the Economic Development Agency would be in a
position to develop a brochure that markets existing Teslin attractions and
products, and to negotiate with other government agencies to ensure that
Teslin is included in Yukon-wide marketing initiatives.
As part of the brochure development process, it will also be possible to
start on a “community branding” initiative, to distinguish Teslin from
other Yukon communities, while communicating that it is an appealing
destination in its own right. 2
1
Two possible locations: Brooks Brook (with its Great Hall, cabins and conference capacity), and the Teslin Heritage Centre.
2
The process of community branding starts with identifying the unique vision for
the community, based in part on identifying its differences and opportunities from other
communities. Knowing tourism markets that Teslin will appeal to is another important
component. Then it comes down to identifying the “Wow” factors – what it is that Teslin
has to offer that will surprise and delight visitors. The last question to address is how
Teslin should be marketed, based on its branding and its markets. The branding should
be used consistently in all marketing, whether by individual Teslin-based businesses, the
economic development agency’s website, or advertising through the Yukon government’s
tourism initiatives. A good starting resource is: http://www.placebrand.ca/tools.
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Completion of asset mapping would also provide opportunities for
identifying opportunities for further tourism business development by
identifying any gaps in existing attractions, businesses or services1.
Some of these gaps could be filled through the development of
additional products by existing businesses and through the market-ready
enhancement of existing products and assets.
Outcomes of the first year of the tourism strategy development are
anticipated to be:
1. a comprehensive tourism strategy, including community brand;
2. a brochure or rack card for distribution around the Yukon;
3. better visitor information at the museums and accommodations in
Teslin and in neighbouring communities;
4. partnerships with Yukon tourism departments and other marketing
agencies; and
5. better circulation of business dollars through TTC businesses (e.g., by
printing brochures locally). 2
Year 2:
In the second year of the tourism strategy development project, the
Economic Development Agency would undertake a feasibility study to
look at what would be required to re-open Teslin’s canoe/snowshoe factory
as both a tourist attraction and a working business (like an
“economuseum”3 ).
Given changes in lake traffic away from the large, heavy freighter canoes,
it may be that the factory would have to diversify its products or services.
Alternatively, it may be that the factory needs a different type of business
model than what it operated with in the past. This feasibility study is
anticipated to take at least six months.
The second year of the tourism strategy development project would also
see some of the tourism gaps addressed through enhanced businesses or
new business development.
Outcomes of the second year of the tourism strategy development are

1
One of the anticipated gaps is the need for an in-bound tour operator for the
region.
2
This is an example of a policy that would need to be developed for the economic
development agency – namely, to the extent possible, all of the agency’s business services
would be sought through Teslin-based businesses or businesses owned by the TTC.
3
For more information about economuseums, see http://www.economusees.com/
whatisaneconomuseum.cfm
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anticipated to be:
•
•
•
•
•

an updated brochure or rack card featuring the community branding
and existing and new businesses within the community/region;
updated visitor information at the museums and accommodations in
Teslin and in neighbouring communities;
a recommendation as to the future of the canoe/snowshoe factory,
based on the feasibility study;
ongoing partnerships with Yukon tourism departments and other marketing agencies; and
a completed tourism strategy document.

Year 3:
In Year 3 and beyond, the agency would continue with its work of product development, marketing and other tasks that emerge from the tourism
strategy. For example, in response to increased wilderness tourism activity, the agency might work closely with the TTC’s Lands and Resources
Department to update resource management guidelines to ensure ongoing
sustainability of the resource.
It is also anticipated that the tourism strategy would include some performance measures through which to determine the effectiveness of the
strategy. By Year 3, it is anticipated that these measures would be fully
operational so that the agency can report back to the community about the
strategy’s impact on tourism specifically, and on the economic well-being
of the community more generally.

Developing an import replacement strategy, and other tasks
In Year 3, the Economic Development Agency will begin investigating the
feasibility of implementing an “import replacement strategy” for Teslin
– that is, finding a way to make more products in Teslin that are used by
Teslinites.
First the community would be asked to identify all the things that are
brought in from the outside to meet the community’s needs. Each of these
items and services would then be examined to determine whether they
could be made, or made available, in the community. And, for those that
could be able to be produced or offered locally, a plan would then be developed to make it happen.
A lot of other work has already been identified for the agency as well.
High priorities include investigating opportunities related to:
•

forestry, linked with:
• biofuels production, in turn linked with alternative, small-scale
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•

•

energy production for the community as a way of making the
community more resilient and less dependent on external energy
sources; and
• house construction/renovation, linked with training programs for
the trades as a way to addressing the housing shortages within
the community, or ensuring that nobody lives in substandard
housing;
alternative energy sources, including run-of-river or other small-scale
hydroelectric development 1 (in addition to biofuels), as a way of
making the community more resilient and less dependent on external
energy sources; and
mining, notably by helping Teslin entrepreneurs and workers benefit
from mining development in the region.
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Four key recommendations emerge from the ROE-1 project. That:
1. The Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) undertake to establish a local
community Economic Development Agency, in an arm’s-length
relationship to the TTC but accountable to it.
2. The new agency’s mission and mandate be to promote local economic
vitality and assist with community social development by: providing
business support services; linking training opportunities and job
creation with the community’s labour supply; identifying new
economic development opportunities; undertaking research and
planning; and working in partnership with others.
3. The new agency’s “service area” includes Teslin Tlingit people no
matter where they live geographically, as well as all residents living
within the Teslin Tlingit traditional territory.
4. The three-year work plan proposed for the new agency (in Chapter 4)
be accepted as a preliminary work plan for the agency.
These recommendations are discussed in further detail below.

Recommendation 1:
That Teslin Tlingit
Council (TTC)
undertake to establish
a local community
Economic Development
Agency, in an arm’s
length relationship to
the TTC but accountable
to it.

Establishing a local community Economic Development
Agency
A variety of potential models for a Teslin Tlingit local community
Economic Development Agency were examined. While each model has
certain advantages and disadvantages, two models were felt to offer the
best opportunity to meet the requirements of the desired mandate, as well
as the needs of the TTC as a First Nations government.
The first option is the formation of an Economic Development Trust,
similar to the existing business and investment trusts owned by the
TTC. A not-for-profit society could be established under the Economic
Development Trust, as could a variety of for-profit businesses once the
economic development initiative has had time to grow and be successful.
In this model, the TTC would:
•
•
•
•
•

own the trust,
appoint the Trustees,
approve the mission, mandate and authorities of the trust,
approve the initial work plan, and
receive regular reports from the trust about the activities of the nonprofit society and any other businesses established under the trust.

This model is familiar to the TTC and provides the advantage of an
arm’s-length relationship between the political arm of government and
the operations of the Economic Development Agency. It would also
provide some tax protection for the Teslin Tlingit First Nation. Some legal
questions would still have to be resolved as to the relationship between the
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not-for-profit society and the trust, given the nature of ownership of notfor-profit societies.
The second option is the formation of a Teslin Tlingit Community
Economic Development Corporation, similar to that owned and operated
by the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations (CAFN). In this model, the
TTC would:
•
•
•
•
•

own the corporation,
appoint the Board of Directors,
approve the corporate mission and mandate,
approve the corporate work plan, and
receive regular reports from the corporation about its activities,
including its financial activities.

This type of corporate structure has been tried and tested in a similar
social, political, geographic and economic context to that of the TTC. This
structure is also the closest fit with the Harvard Project’s recommended
prototype corporation, in that it is “wholly owned by the tribe, but
vested with sufficient autonomy to make effective and prudent business
decisions.” (Cameron, 1995, p. 67)
Care would need to be exercised to minimize the tax consequences of
this choice. However, because of the social development mandate of the
proposed community Economic Development Agency, it is unlikely that a
corporation would incur tax liability based on its “profits.” Given that the
work of the corporation would be to undertake community development,
any profits would be reinvested in the corporation’s programs rather than
being distributed as dividends or profits to the owners.
A potential concern is whether or not a CED Corporation such as this
would qualify to receive grant funding from government agencies such
as the Yukon or federal government. Preliminary investigations seem to
indicate that there may be restrictions on the type of funding for which
such a corporation would be eligible.
Both options offer the opportunity to meet the TTC’s requirements for
an organizational structure to take the lead on community economic
development. It is up to the TTC is to choose one of these options and
then:
•
•
•
•

endow the new agency with an appropriate governance structure,
approve the mission and mandate proposed for the new agency in this
report,
provide the new agency with appropriate authorities to enable it to
carry out the work, and
invest in the new agency.

Each of these aspects of organizational structure is addressed in turn.
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Governance structure for the new agency
Gill (2009)1 defines governance as “the dynamic interaction between
people, structures, processes and traditions that support the exercise of
legitimate authority in provision of sound leadership, direction, oversight,
and control of an entity in order to ensure that its purpose is achieved, and
that there is proper accounting for the conduct of its affairs, the use of its
resources, and the results of its activities.” [Bolding added for emphasis.]
To help guide future deliberations about the best governance structure
for the new agency, Gill’s seven interrelated “pillars of democratic
governance” are listed below, along with notes pertaining specifically to
the new agency:
1. “Legitimacy is grounded in constitutional
documents and incorporation instruments, ‘rule
of law,’ respect for traditions, and credibility
with key stake/shareholders who ‘freely’
consent to the authority of the governing body.”
The founding documents of the new agency,
including its mission and mandate as approved
by the TTC’s Executive Committee or
membership at a General Meeting, will provide
the agency with its legitimate power to conduct
its business.
2. “Participation (or engagement) is the
involvement of electors, shareholders, members
and other key stakeholders in planning, decision processes, and
evaluation.”
Accountability is related to the efficient and effective use of funds. Clear
lines of communication and responsibility will ensure that the TTC, as
the owner of the new agency, will get the accountability that it needs,
without negatively interfering with the ability of the agency to undertake
its business.
3. “Responsible stewardship is the faithful exercise of the duties of
care, diligence, and loyalty in the efficient use of financial and human
resources allocated to the purposes for which they were entrusted.”
Members of the Board of Directors or Board of Trustees, as well as the

1
The key ideas for this section come from an online article by Mel Gill, “Seven
pillars of democratic governance.” Retrieved July 11, 2011, at: http://www.charityvillage.
com/cv/research/rbod41.html
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staff of the new agency, will share equally the responsibility for ensuring
that the resources entrusted to the agency are used legitimately, honestly
and fairly.
4. “Ethical conduct includes respect, honesty, openness, integrity,
trustworthiness and fairness in all interactions; commitment to the
spirit as well as the letter of laws, rules, regulations, norms and
traditions; service to the benefit of primary beneficiaries above service
to self; and leadership by example.”
For the purposes of the new agency, the Ha Kus Teyea (the
Teslin Tlingit Way) may be an appropriate statement of
morality for the organization.
5. “Transparency requires timely access by electors,
shareholders, members, and other key stakeholders to lowcost, relevant, reliable information about finances, products
or services, management of resources, and decision
processes. Transparent procedures in organizations may
include open meetings, accurate disclosure of financial
and other critical performance indicators, compliance with
freedom of information legislation, and ready accessibility
of annual reports and audited financial statements.”
Regular reporting assists with maintaining transparency and
accountability. Depending on the organizational structure that
the TTC selects, the agency can determine the appropriate type
of community meeting to maintain transparency with both the
TTC government and the community.
6. “Predictability refers to the conduct or actions of elected
officials/board members and appointed staff. Predictability
results primarily from laws, regulations and role definitions
that are clear, and known in advance; are fair; and uniformly and
effectively enforced. It is essential to stakeholder confidence and
public trust that stewardship and fiduciary responsibilities will be
properly exercised, that business will be conducted ethically and that
projected results are realistic.”
Achieving these results will in part depend on appropriate policy setting
and personnel selection (Board and staff) to oversee and operate the
agency.
7. “Accountability is the capacity of electors, shareholders, and
organizational members to call decision-makers to account for their
actions. Effective accountability has two components: “answerability”
and “consequences.” The first is the requirement to respond
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periodically to questions concerning one’s official actions. The second
is the need for the acknowledgement of achievements or shortcomings:
rewards for achievements, and the application of deterrent sanctions
for breach of rules or serious deficiencies in performance.”
Putting appropriate systems in place at the inception of the Economic
Development Agency will ensure that processes enabling accountability
will be in place.
When the TTC is making its decision about the specific organizational
structure that will work best for its new community Economic
Development Agency, these dimensions of governance should be
addressed and documented in the Articles of Incorporation or other
governing documents for the agency.

Role of the Board
The Board of Directors or Board of Trustees is expected to play a key
role in the new agency’s governance. The Board has the responsibility of
developing and endorsing the agency’s strategy, developing directional
policy, appointing, supervising and remunerating senior executives, and
ensuring the accountability of the agency to its investors, authorities and
(if relevant) members.
The board needs a range of skills and understanding to be able to deal
with these responsibilities and other issues that may arise, and must have
the ability to review and challenge management’s performance. The
board also needs to be of sufficient size and have an appropriate level of
commitment to fulfill its responsibilities and duties. An appropriate mix of
executive and non-executive directors/trustees is important.
Ethical and responsible decision-making is as necessary for risk
management and avoiding lawsuits as it is for fulfilling the mission and
mandate of the organization. The organization should develop a code of
conduct for its directors/trustees and executives, one that promotes ethical
and responsible decision-making. The code of conduct could be based on
the Ha Kus Teyea (the Teslin Tlingit Way).

Structure of the Board
The Board of Directors or Board of Trustees will serve as the steering
committee for the agency, and will bear primary responsibility for the
agency’s management. It has several tasks, in addition to whatever legal
obligations are imposed by the legislation used to create it. These tasks, as
summarized by Cameron (1995, p. 74) are to:
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•

•
•
•

“ensure that the operations of the corporation1
serve the long-term interests and objectives of
the tribe2 [First Nation], as specified by the
tribal council;
“serve as liaison between the tribal government
and the corporation’s chief executive officer;
“insulate that officer and corporate decisionmaking from inappropriate interference on the
part of the elected government; and
“ensure that the operations of the corporation
follow sound business practices.”

Ideally, the Board will be composed of individuals
with business experience and knowledge. It should
also be protected from political pressures so that
it can provide objective judgements on business
issues.

Board Member training and orientation
Orientation and training are key to developing
a committed and effective Board. Boards are
encouraged to provide formal orientation to new
and current members, and to include a training
component in every meeting. Part of overall
organizational capacity development includes the
creation of a Board manual, judicious use of Board
retreats for specific purposes, and regular Board
self-evaluations.

The Harvard Project’s prototype corporation
•

•

•
•

•
•

The Board of Directors for the Harvard
Project’s prototype corporation is made up of
seven members, a minimum of five of whom
are members of the tribe. Up to two may be
non-members. 1
Board members are appointed by Tribal
Council through a nominations process that
identifies candidates with business experience
and acumen and a commitment to the
development goals of the tribe. Desirable areas
of expertise include: business management,
personnel management, economic development,
marketing, finance, law and accounting.
No more than one-third of the members of the
Board may concurrently serve as members of
Tribal Council.2
Board members can only be removed by Tribal
Council for cause. Those causes are gross
incompetence, persistent absenteeism, conflict
of interest, impropriety and malfeasance.3
A quorum for meetings is five members. The
Board meets regularly, on a schedule that makes
sense for the agency, but at least monthly.
Directors receive a modest per-diem sum for
each meeting they attend, plus reimbursement
for travel costs incurred (if necessary) to attend
meetings.

The Board manual
The Board manual is crucial for the orientation
and training of new and current directors. It
provides new Board members (and returning
board members) with useful information about the
agency, the Board and the staff.
Some of the items that should be included in a
Board manual are:

1 The CAFN is contemplating the option of adding non-CAFN
members to the Board of its Community Corporation to diversify the skill set on the board.
2
The CAFN is contemplating the option of adding
non-CAFN members to the Board of its Community Corporation to diversify the skill set on the board.
3

Board members may, of course, resign at any time.

1
The exact quote contains the word “corporation,” but the reader is asked to
read “agency” in this case.
2
The work of the Harvard Project, from which this quote is taken, uses the terms
“tribe,” “tribal council” and others. These can be read to include what may be known as
First Nations (or bands) in Canada, as the researchers have found that their observations
are equally as applicable to the Canadian context.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

names of Board members, their biographies, terms of office and a
statement of their responsibilities;
a list of committees and task forces, with their terms of reference, time
frames and membership;
a brief history of the agency or a fact sheet about it;
Letters Patent (incorporation documents) and bylaws;
mission and vision statements;
strategic framework or plan and the current annual operating plan;
minutes from recent Board meetings;
Board policies (e.g., conflict of interest, insurance coverage, expense
reimbursement);
the prior year’s annual report and audit report;
current annual budget and latest financial statement;
banking resolutions and investment policy;
current list of major funders or partners and/or a stakeholder map;
organizational chart and staff information;
annual calendar; and
promotional material and website information.

To be effective, the manual must be current and easy to use. It must allow
for materials to be added and removed. Materials included in the manual
should also have dates on them.

Board retreats
Board retreats help to enhance the effectiveness of a Board of Directors
or Board of Trustees by giving members time to get to know each
other and to do long-range or strategic planning for the agency.
The value of retreats is that they remove the members from
outside distractions for a sufficient length of time to enable them
to contemplate strategic and governance matters, including the
Board’s own development.
Retreats may also be an opportunity to draw on outside expertise
to help deal with complex governance or organizational issues.

Evaluation
Boards should allow time at the end of each Board meeting to
evaluate the meeting and to identify how future meetings could
be improved. Boards should also conduct an extensive annual
self-evaluation of its own performance and that of the chair. The
performance of individual Board members should also be evaluated
(usually by the chair) and feedback provided to them.
Individual Board members can also evaluate their own performance,
focusing on their contribution to the Board and their personal
objectives for serving on the Board.
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Mission and mandate of the new agency
To enable the new agency to fulfill its mission and mandate and meet the
needs of those in its service area, the TTC must ensure that new agency
has the appropriate authorities and resources are in place. Therefore, the
TTC will need to complete several tasks:
•

•
•
•
•

Develop or change existing policy with regard to economic
development initiatives to permit the establishment of a local
community Economic Development Agency. This may include
delegating to the new agency certain TTC functions currently held
by the TTC’s administration with regard to community economic
development.
Provide appropriate legislation or policy context for the agency,
including the approval of its mandate and structure, and specification
of the authorities that will govern the agency.
Mandate the agency to seek outside funding.
Support the agency so that it can access entitlement funding from the
territorial and federal governments that is earmarked for economic
development initiatives.
Provide annual core funding to support the agency, at least in the first
few years of operation.

Authorities for the new agency
To ensure that the proposed Teslin Tlingit Community Economic
Development Agency is structured so as to be aligned with the
aspirations of the Teslin Tlingit Nation, it is suggested that the following
authorities may be the appropriate ones to govern the agency:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ha Kus Teyea (The Teslin Tlingit Way)
incorporation documents, and governing legislation from Canada or
the Yukon
constitution and bylaws, as appropriate for the agency
any TTC policy guidelines that are appropriate to the agency
work plan, as approved by TTC General Council or Executive
Committee
MOU (memorandum of understanding) or other form of protocol
that clearly outlines: the economic development responsibilities of
the agency, in relationship to the other economic development arms
of the TTC; and the chance for annual communications between the
Chief and Council, the agency and other Teslin Tlingit economic
development concerns1.

1
The CAFN has developed such a protocol, which permits communication and
coordination between the different economic development functions of the First Nations
government (and prevents overlap/duplication).
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Recommendation 2: That
the new agency’s mission
and mandate be to promote
local economic vitality and
assist with community social
development by: providing
business support services;
linking training opportunities
and job creation with the
community’s labour supply;
identifying new economic
development opportunities;
undertaking research and
planning; and working in
partnership with others.
Recommendation 3: That
the new agency’s “service
area” include Teslin Tlingit
people no matter where they
live geographically, as well
as all residents living within
the Teslin Tlingit traditional
territory.

Investment for the new agency
TTC investment in the new agency can come in two forms. The most
obvious is financial investment, by providing seed money for the agency
to get started and to support its programming. After the acceptance of
this ROE-1 report, Té Khâ Planning and
Development (with the support and concurrence
Recommendation 4: That the three-year work
of the TTC) will be submitting a multiplan proposed for the new agency (in Chapter 4)
year funding proposal to various levels of
be accepted as a preliminary work plan for the
government to support the implementation of
agency.
these recommendations. Until the multi-year
funding proposal is complete, it is difficult to
estimate the level of financial investment that
will be required by the agency from the TTC. 1
A second type of investment is required from the TTC immediately to
support the likelihood of success for the agency. This investment is the
care required in the formation of the agency itself. Specific examples of
this type of investment include:
•
•
•
•
•

Obtaining legal, tax, and other professional opinion as to the best
approach to forming the agency, whether using the trust mechanism or
directly forming a corporation;
Taking the initiative to establish the agency;
Appointing qualified Board members appropriate to the structure that
has been selected;
Using care in the selection process for the senior staff person
(Economic Development Officer or Executive Director) of the new
agency; and
Avoiding excessive delays in establishing the agency by providing
space and administrative support to the ROE-2 project to get started
with programming, potentially before the agency has been fully
established.

1
Once funding has been received, Phase 2 of the Reviving Our Economy project
(the implementation phase) can begin.
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Conclusion
It appears that there is significant appetite for the establishment of a
Teslin Tlingit Community Economic Development agency. This agency
– whether part of an economic development trust or a wholly owned
corporation on its own – will be the means of generating the attention,
momentum and energy needed to assist the Teslin Tlingit people (and their
communities) in diversifying the local Teslin Tlingit economy, building
an inclusive workforce within the Teslin Tlingit traditional territory, and
making a positive, measurable difference in both job creation and Tlingit
business development.
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Appendix 1: Workshop Participants

May 25-26, 2011:

June 23-24, 2011:

Lisa Dewhurst
Tim Dewhurst
Duane Gastant’ Aucoin
Krystine Geddes
Doug Hogan
Elmer Jackson
Lori Joe
Clara Jules
Don Magill*
Sandy Smarch*
Tod Smarch
Tom Smith
William Sydney
Tom Wolfe

Tim Dewhurst
Lori Joe
Clara Jules
Wilma Magill
Sandy Smarch
Tommy Wolfe

June 27, 2011:

In addition, the following people were
present at these meetings:

Tim Dewhurst
Lori Joe
Clara Jules
Wilma Magill
Tod Smarch
Special guests:
Stephen Phillips
Richard Sidney

YTG representatives attending:
Giselle Maisonneuve
Steven Smith.

•
•
•
•

Brad Stoneman, project manager
Beverly Suderman, facilitator
Michael Kelly, economic
development support
Avril Orloff, graphic facilitator (June
23-24 only)

* Indicates Project Steering Committee member.
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Appendix 2: Situation Analysis Workshop summary notes:
DAY 1 OVERVIEW:
On Day 1 of the workshop, the participants covered the following items from the two-day agenda:
•
•

•

5 assumptions of community economic development (CED)
How to define local:
• Teslin Tlingit people = functional community
• Geographic scope = Teslin (centre) and Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) traditional territory
• SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) Analysis
Gap Analysis

SWOT Analysis
A SWOT Analysis looks at the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to a particular
desired outcome. In this case, the desired outcome is local community economic development that
benefits the Teslin Tlingit people. The specific question that participants were asked to respond to was
“What supports are in place for local economic development?”
Strengths:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skilled workforce/lots of talent
• Need to include youth
• Cultural knowledge transfer
• Good work ethic
TTC agreement and implementation
Multiple layers of government – to be successful, the economic development plan will need
government support
• Big employer
• Bureaucracy
• Lack of communication
• Lack of joint planning
Access to transportation: airport/highway
Teslin area: lake, mountains
Tlingit cultural heritage, knowledge and skills
Life skills/self-esteem programs
Infrastructure in Teslin and Whitehorse
Ability to find and provide training opportunities
Economic development planning process has started
Ability to work together: need to start small

Weaknesses:
•
•
•
•
•

Business and marketing experience
Lack of housing
Lack of communication within community
Lack of joint planning
Lack of jobs
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No economic development agency: need for outreach workers, employment counselling
Lack of vision (which is part of economic development planning)
What’s the first step?
How to integrate youth?
Product development/market readiness
Too few people
Economic leakage

Opportunities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Today is an opportunity” –
workshop participant

Tourism
Education/training
Specialized products
Resources development: hydro, forestry, mining, people
Partnerships: YMTA, VOT/TTC
Reuse or improved use of airport, correctional facility and other existing development
Youth being trained at university (graduates); technologically advanced, particularly in Internet/
social media
New technologies
Gift store and other existing businesses
Agriculture and livestock (farmed game)
Location: access to market
Bed & breakfasts: tourist accommodation
Build houses
Canada Works and other funding sources
Fire Smart: seasonal employment (also could provide wood for biofuels)
Threats:
Need community support – buy-in
Link to global economy; dollar exchange rate
Bureaucracy/regulations/codes
Potential for exploitation in tourism (and other businesses)
Small local population base: competition for labour force

Derailers
•
•
•

Competition from other communities
If we don’t do something, we are facing higher levels of social assistance
Using more than we need: not leaving enough for future generations.

Gap Analysis
The gap analysis was a chance to review the SWOT analysis and ask “what’s missing” from this
discussion so far. Workshop participants identified the following discussion items:
1. What is the role of government in supporting economic development? The three roles identified
include: land, loans, and infrastructure support.
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2. How to make changes? Need to engage community with new ideas, increase knowledge about the
idea, to build support.
3. What is Teslin’s advantage? Is there something iconic about Teslin that could be used for product
development and/or branding as a basis for an economic development strategy? Ideas: entertainment
– what would encourage people to stay for awhile? The bi-annual Tlingit “Celebration” was one
idea. Other festivals or tournaments or events could also work. The Atlin Trail could be developed.
Casinos, bars and paddlewheel boat are additional ideas. Need a tourism plan to pull the ideas
together.
4. Water – need to protect the water.
5. Programming and supports for families
6. Haa Koosteeyi, or the Teslin Tlingit Code for living, needs to be incorporated into the economic
development strategy.
DAY 2 OVERVIEW:
On Day 2 of the workshop, the facilitator started by reviewing Day 1 with the participants, including
a set of responses from the group’s discussions about the issues contained in the literature review. The
group modified the facilitator’s understanding when necessary, resulting in the following summary:
Issue (from Literature Review)

Response by workshop participants

Jurisdictional boundaries

focus on Teslin and traditional territory; services to be available
to all TTC members
Build houses
Look at import replacement strategies
Need to find Teslin’s unique advantage and brand/ market it
Need economic development agency and visionary leadership;
need to offer variety of training
Could work out; need to try for it; will require housing to make
it work
Important to protect youth from drugs in Whitehorse and to
help youth maintain relationships with parents; also important
to develop the oportunities so young people return home to
Teslin
A sector to be developed
Has been investigated; could not be made to work financially;
could be sensitive
Skilled, committed workforce in place with strong work ethic
and extensive traditional knowledge

Declining populations
Economic leakage
Tourism
Capacity Management
Decentralization
Educatiion (grades 10-12)

Forestry
Dorm Housing
Trained and ready workforce

The gap analysis was also revisited, with the facilitator asking the group to think about “what’s
missing?” from three different perspectives:
•

Socio-economic – what is needed to bring the community along, and have residents benefit from any
economic development planning?
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•
•

Strategies for economic development – what types of interventions in the local economy were
needed?
By sector – what are the priority sectors for local economic development?

From a socio-economic perspective, the group emphasized:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Need for buy-in/ownership by the community
Need for a leader or champion for economic development who is committed and who won’t leave
mid-stream
Good plan/vision for CED
Location – office, people, visibility
Communication
Economic development planning:
• District heating – respond to higher fuel prices
• Construction – build houses
• Food
• Becoming more self-sufficient: bio-energy, turning waste into resources
• Import replacement strategy; for example: make shingles, or turn rough fish into dried dog food
(linked to turning waste into resources)
Education: Potential for:
• Grades 10–12 in Teslin
• University courses
• Expansion of Yukon College
• Training courses
• Hockey school

From an economic sector perspective, the group emphasized:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The top economic sectors now in Teslin are: government, construction, tourism, and small business
Transportation is an opportunity – all those empty trucks heading south: how to fill them?
Mining: royalties, training, jobs, contracts:
• What are benefits?
• Impact benefit agreement
• Joint venture
• Water delivery
• Camp facility/services
• Road construction to mine sites
• Decommissioning/reclaiming
Utilities:
• Micro-hydroelectric development (for example, Atlin–Taku River)
• Central boiler for district water heating
Agriculture/livestock – providing back-up meat supply
Forestry:
• Value-added: sawmill, canoe factory
• Link to utilities and transportation
Events/festivals – attracting people to stay and spend money
Entrepreneurship development, including training, coaching, micro-loans (also for youth), and
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marketing support
• Could be integrated into schools

Economic Development: Supply and Demand
Michael Kelly provided a short lecture on the different components of economic development planning.
Most communities focus on the supply side of economic development planning, because that is
the aspect over which they have the most control. These include workforce development, business
development, and other ways of supplying economic development activity.
However, to be fully successful, economic development planning also needs to look at the demand
side of the equation, which asks: Where are the markets for whatever product is being developed? And
who is the market for these products? These questions are much more difficult to answer, but should
be looked at and thought about in undertaking economic development planning for the Teslin Tlingit
Council.
Economic Development Opportunities: Ranking Exercise
The facilitator compiled a list of all of the economic development opportunities that had emerged in
the literature review and throughout the discussion so far. These were listed on two flipchart pages.
Participants were then asked to use three dots to identify those items that they thought were priorities.
Before getting started, there was some discussion about how some of the items could be grouped.
As a result, all the items related to tourism were identified, so that any vote for any of the tourism
opportunities would count as a vote for tourism.
The top economic development opportunities that emerged from this exercise were as follows:
1. Tourism-related
2. Forestry/wood-working
3. Energy production
It was recognized that the formation of an economic development agency was a necessary precursor
to successful work in these areas, because it would mean that a dedicated group of people was paying
consistent attention and working on these issues.
Tourism-related economic development opportunities
The grouping of economic development opportunities related to tourism included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail outlet for Teslin artists
Tourist agency to book Teslin tourism opportunities
Tourism strategy
Teslin canoe factory/snowshoe factory
Brochure
Visitor information at the museums
Signage
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promotion of fishing and camping, adventure tourism, guiding
Events and attractions
Seasonal cultural displays
Walking tours with interpretation
Commercial development along Alaska Highway
Trapping and tourism
Casino and bar
Traditional crafts production, including: snowshoe making, beadwork, carving, basket weaving,
canoe making

Forestry/wood-working economic development opportunities
The grouping of opportunities related to forestry and wood-related economic development opportunities
included the following:
•
•
•
•

Forestry
Sawmill
Wood pellets – related to biofuels production
Build houses

Further discussion indicated that the group saw potential for small-scale developments and creative
approaches, and the need for doing research before “jumping in with both feet.” The wood that can be
harvested locally might be better for finishing applications rather than structural wood. A kiln is needed
to dry wood.
Energy production economic development opportunities
Discussions about opportunities in this area included: hydroelectric, district heating, and biofuels and
other forms of renewable energy (for example, geothermal, wind, solar).
Outstanding Questions
The facilitator asked the group a series of questions. These included:
1. How does the traditional economy fit into economic development planning?
A number of ideas emerged, including:
1. Using events to attract tourists. An example is the pow-wow circuit, which keeps traditions alive,
includes trade shows (including arts and crafts) and offers prize money. Could this be integrated
with the Celebration event, as organized by the Teslin Tlingit? Must be done with respect, not
exploitation.
2. Create a new set of natural resource guidelines to integrate increased tourist demand while protecting
resources. Example given was about limiting fishing or requiring local guides to guide hunters.
3. Tourism strategy to respect the traditional economy: strong role with economic development agency.
Example given was trapline tourism in northern Manitoba. Trappers were employed to widen trails
for snowmachine tours of traplines.
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4. We need diverse skill sets in a diverse economy. We need to integrate youth.

2. Is it a contradiction to think about doing local CED at the same time we’re thinking about
international opportunities for development?
Essentially the group didn’t think that these two ways of thinking were contradictory, but with a few
exceptions. These included:
1. Concern not to export trees/lumber. The trees are old-growth and won’t grow back in the course of a
human lifetime. Need to keep those that are harvested close to home.
2. Buying-local example from northern Manitoba: road construction project buying gravel at a 25%
premium from First Nations along the route, as a form of economic development, and using local
supply locally.
3. Wood pellets – could be biofuel for local buildings (used a lot in Europe). There is a machine, which
could be bought and brought to Teslin, which is capable of making them, providing an opportunity. It
is costing $80,000/year to heat the correctional facility, which is hardly being used.
3. Are there groups that should be involved in Teslin economic development planning that haven’t
been involved yet?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chamber of Commerce
Associations: sports (hockey, curling, etc.); snowmobile association
Social workers: get into the community and get their clients involved
Elders
Leadership
Youth
YTG
Federal government
AYC
RCMP

4. If the geographic area is Teslin and the traditional territory, does that mean that economic
development opportunities in Whitehorse are not possible?
Economic development opportunities in Whitehorse are OK.
We should encourage buy-local policies.
We should encourage growth of local carving and sewing for sale in local businesses in Teslin.
5. How can the TTC work together with VOT: one community?
•
•

Develop one joint plan
Create an economic development agency; possible ownership models include:
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•
•
•
•

1. Representation from community
2. Possible joint ownership
3. Partnerships
Different governments have access to different forms of funding
Two administrations in the same catchment area
Citizens need to remind their governments about the need to work together
Regular meetings of administrators

6. How do we grow to achieve our vision (that is, “walk before we run”)?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan out economic development initiatives
• Budget well
• Know your markets
Start small, and make money from the start
Plan to grow
Good partnerships, i.e. VOT/TTC and citizens
Ownership and rewards to working people
Have the right people: build capacity

Workshop Summary and Next Steps
The workshop participants moved far beyond analyzing the current situation of the Teslin Tlingit people,
and moved into CED planning. The results of the two-day workshop are summarized below. These will
be used as discussion starters for the upcoming visioning and economic development planning workshop
to be held at the end of June 2011.
CED Pre-planning
•

•

Before getting started, we need:
• Community buy-in/ownership
• Leader/champion of economic development
• Vision for CED
Vision elements:
• Sustainability: well-being of future generations; greater self-sufficiency; Teslin Tlingit Way (Haa
Koosteeyi)
• Help community members to help themselves (a hand-up, not a hand-out)
• Diverse economy that cares for people and the land
• Community ownership (WestJet or Hutterite models)

CED Teslin Tlingit Style
•
•

Economic development agency: office, people, visibility, communication
Agency will do:
• Economic development planning and coordination
• Entrepreneurship training/mentoring
• Micro lending
• Marketing support
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•
•

Job training --> job creation
Giving of advice to governments

Sectors to focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tourism
Construction
Mining (helping community to benefits from possible jobs and contracts)
Energy
Education and training
• Workforce development
• Integration of youth
Traditional crafts
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Appendix 3: Strengths and Weaknesses of Teslin Economy
A full analysis of strengths and weaknesses of Teslin’s economy was done for the Village of Teslin
Economic Plan 2010 (draft for discussion purposes only) by North Skye Consulting. The following is
an excerpt from pp. 44–45 of that document.
BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FACTORS
Areas of Competitive Advantage/Disadvantage

•
•
•
•

Stengths
•
Proximity to Alaska Highway
Natural environment – resource- rich region
Good year-round transportation links,
•
including local airport and international airport
•
within 2-hour drive
Unique cultural and heritage features

Weaknesses
Limited resource development in immediate
area
Regional competition (e.g., Carcross,
Whitehorse)
Distance from consumer markets

Location: Market Characteristics & Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stable market
Limited local competition
Year-round market for some
Respected regulatory processes
Strong entrepreneurial spirit
Unique products and services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small market
Limited growth projected over next five years
Retail leakage
Big-box store competition (Whitehorse)
Required price point for profitability on local
goods and services
Some concerns over permitting, licensing and
government red tape (Yukon level)
Seasonal for some industries
Service gaps
Limited economic base
Strong dependency on government and lowproductivity service industry
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Strengths

Weaknesses
Infrastructure: Land & Building

•
•
•
•

Good public service infrastructure for
community size (e.g., health centre, recreation
facilities, community hall, post office, library)
Heritage Centre and museum
Some buildings of historical interest
Service infrastructures in place (e.g., water,
sewage, fire protection, roads)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited zoned developed land
Some unsightly buildings
Limited tax base
Weak streetscapes (currently no visible village
“heart”)
Some public infrastructure requires
enhancements or upgrades (e.g., water quality)
Condition and availability of accommodation

Labour Force & Employment
•
•
•

Skills and educational attainment of workforce •
is similar to Yukon in general
Earnings similar to those in Yukon in general •
Some local skills development programs (e.g.,
through TTC)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of skilled or experienced workers,
particularly in hospitality industry
Competition from government for skilled
workers
Aging labour force
Difficulty recruiting, and in some cases
retaining, employees
Youth generally unprepared for entry level
jobs
Limited range of employment and career
advancement opportunities
High level of seasonal or part-time
employment
Private sector wage levels vs government

Operating Costs
•

In general operating costs and taxes
• Insurance and communication costs
considered reasonable
considered high
Proximity to Institutions

•

Yukon College Community Campus
Limited course offerings in community

•

No high school offered in community

Municipal & Other Government Relations
•
•

•
•

MOU with TTC for delivery of shared
services
Joint planning and resource sharing between
Village and TTC
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Limited visibility with YTG
TTC/Village Joint Planning Board not yet
established

Stremgths

Weaknesses
Image/Identity/Brand of Community

•

Known locally for its pristine environment and •
cultural heritage
•

No external branding; little differentiation of
town from others in the region
Poor or inaccurate portrayal of community
(e.g., tourism festival – events website out of
date)

Availability to Financing, Grants & Incentives
•

Availability of some programs at federal and
territorial level

•

General difficulty in accessing acceptable
bank financing
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Appendix IV
Posters drawn at the Workshops
a) Reviving Our Economy
b) The Journey Continues
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Appendix 5: Organizational Models -- Potential Economic Development Agency
Structures
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